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1. p

2.

se
I f:

The purpose of,the.study was tO4ermine Whether relationships
exist etwee4tudents' perceptions' of eeleCt04%behavior.s of.pre-
algebra teachers and selected student pefformance and ,attitude vari--
ables. I

2. Rationale

.4. ,beki

little rat pale wai- preseniled,mother than brief reference given
to use of Stude ts"Opinions by three other researchers (Murray, 1072;
Ryans, 1953; and Cogan; 1958).

'I

. \

°'

3. Research,Design and Etodedure

Data were g thered in Fa11.1974 by means'of.a questionnaire that
was validated b three faculty members and sUbsequently.revised.after a

pilot test with three-prealgebra classes (at the junior high level be-
fore ninth -grade algebra)..: Items included those collecting informa-
tion about students' characteristics (grades in mathetatics and in other,
subjects) and students' ateitudes.towardsthathematicd, their Mathematics-
teacher, and schooI:in general; aswell as the 19 items dealing with
students' perceptions as to.whetherteachers /exhibited a varietr.oT
teacher behaviors. These latter items were rated on i four-point scare:
0--can't.ensWer;,1--never; 2 -- sometimes; and!3--always.

. The subjects were.816 female and 786 mae student's drawn frompre-

,

algebra cldsses of 73 teachers in 28 different school districts in six
southeastern Oklahoma counties. :Each teacher selected one class for
inclusion in the.study. The mean..grade level.for. the.'73 classes was
7.90. The responses from- several. randomly selected pairs of students
from different claises were correlated to obtain estimates of interrater
reliability.: These estimates ranged from .65. to .83.

. Glass mean reepondee were computed for each item with corrections
made for negatively worded statements.~ Intertorrelaeions for class
means of students' characteristics andstudents' attitudes were computed
and tested ,for signifioance°at the-.005 level. Correlations between
characteristics and attitudes of students and the 19 teacher - behavior"
items were also computed and tented for significance-atthe:.0005 level.
Student responsesto about..teaching behaviors were factoranalyzed'''



using the'truncated component model. After six factors were identified,
class means for these factors were computed and then correlation coeffi-
cients computed between these mean scores and the mean' scores'of the
characteristics and attitudeS of the students.

4. Findings

Attitudes of stude4sAow4rd mathematics were positively related
with their grades in math&natics, with the comparison of-their mathe-
matics grades to other grades, and most strongly with,thei attitudes
toward their mathematics teacher. -Their attitudes toward' heir.mathe-
matics,teacher were positively related to,their comparison of'grades in
mathematics-to their other grades. Of all the correlations computed be-
tween characteristics and attitudes of students and the tea her-behaAor
items, only one was determined to be statistically signific nt-Lbetween
attitude towards the mathematics teacher and the behavior o "shois con-
tinuity of the mathematics curriculum."

The six identifiable factors of teacher behavior that had eigen
values greater than 1 after using the Varimax rotation procedure were I.
labeled as (1) positive teaching orientationy(2)' flexible teaching
methods, (3) lack of concern for student growth, (4) traditiOnai teach-
ing oripntation, (5) use of physical models, and (6) orientation. toward
students. Of the 30 correlation coefficients computed bepeen these
.six,fac'tbrs and the five student characteristic and attl.tude scores, only .

one was found-to be'significant--betweet attitude toward teacher and the'
first factor.

5. Interpretations
' -. - .

--.. ThJ study identified several Moderate relationships between'student
perceptions of selected teaches behaviors'and student achievement or.
attitudes. The teacher behaviors t mostmot often tended to be related

I

with.positive student attitudes toward mathematics and the-mathematics-
,, .-4

teacher were, "Explains-why with how problems are workedu'and "'Shows
continuity .of the mathematics curriculp67." Students who TetceiVed their
.matfiefilaiice teacher as trying to remoVe. the "mysteries" of mathematics '-

h4d more P tive attitudes toward mathematics and.the teacher,

. 'Z
Critical commentary,

One of. the,first questiohstTiat comes to mind is the one that,
comes with any stud); of teaching behaviqr at any level: namely, "How
were the-teachers.selected?" ,There is noAriention of .the selection pro-:,
cess in'the research ieppro.!I't 10.amentable that the classes of the
73 teachers were not,:randomly ch(Mn by the researcher. One feara.thae

'the results are biased as a result,:- The reported mean grade level of
'7.96 certainly indicates that there 1..,,a hies toward older children,
since it is assumdd that,(since no specific mention is madelof the fact)

.r"
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.the majority'bf classes were seventh and eighth graders.

Another major problem is the scaling of the student responses on the
characteristic and attitude items. The responses appear to be forced into
a three-point scale thataacks the desirable psychometric properties,
given that'so many correlationskwere computed. For example, on the atti-
tudes toward mathethatics, mathematiCs teacher, and school in general, the

'choices were "like,very much". {italics mine }, "OK", and "don't like."
The gap between the neutral and poSitive responses seems much greater than.
between the netural and negative 'responses, This is especially crucial
in the attitude toward teacher item; there are probably some severe
ability problems here! The mathematics grades choices seemed a bit strange.
as well--"A's and B's", and.C's;'and "C's and D's:" Would a child
who hadb A and 4 B'S recei the same score as the child who had.4 A's.
And 1 B? I..hope not, but pt the, basis of the report-I think ft is the
case.

It is interesting to'n9te'the limited rationale presented. Only
three brief references were given, two of which are over 15 years old.
.This does not seem to bq a very active field of investigation! The lack
of randomization,the presence of data based upon questionable measure-
ment scales, and the presence of very few "moderate" relationships sug-
gests that this study haSvery limited applicability and is of.interest
to a limited number of professionals.

_tr
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THE- RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF THREE, GEOMETRIC PROOF CONSTRUCTION STRAT-
EGIES; Carroll, aennis C. Journal for Research in Mathematics Education,
v8 nl, pp62-67,,January 1977.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Arthur
,F. Coxford, University of Michigan.

1. Purpose

The purpose was to determine the relative effectiveness of three
strategies of geometric proof construction: analysis, synthesis, and
combined V

2. Rationale

The three strategies identified above are.frequently referred to in
methods books and employed in'different school geometry textboOks. Avail-
able evidence has not identified an optimal strategy for use with sch ol.
geometry students: No theoretical, psYchological, or other basis was
indicated.

3. Research Design and Procedure

Nine intact classes.were chosen from fivehigh schools to study a_
six-day,_experimenter-developed unit on congruent triangles,__The
strUction was performed by nine student teachers especially trained!
in the. three treatments. The nine student teachers were randomly

assigned to treatment, three for each treatment. The experimental unit
was taught approximately 12 weeks into the first semester. Previously,
the,students had studied georirry using Modern Geometry (Houghton Mifflin,'
1975) as a text.

Upon completion of the six days of instruction, two tests of proof
construction (RGT and EGT) achievement.were administered. The RGT (re-
.quired-given test) was made up,of five items randomly selected from a
pool of ten items. Each item contained a figure, the given relating
.to the figurd, and the deducible statment. In the giVen, only necessary
information was included. The EGT (extraneous given test) was similar
to the RGTwith the exception that the given included extraneous infor-
mation. During instruction, approximately one-half of the-proof prac-
tice problems contained extraneous information in the given; thus, the-
EGT was not a transfer test. The reliability coefficients of RGT and
EGT were 0.92 and 0.93, respectively. .

The completed tests for each class were evaluated by the.student
,teacher, by the regular classroom teacher, and by the experimenter,:
The scoring scale was 0 to 3 for each item, with a maximum of 15 points
for each test. The three evaluators' scores were averaged to obtain
each student's score. A student was categorized as above average,or



below average on the basis of the student's first six weeks grade in ge-
ometry and the' grades for first- and second- semster algebra.

4. Findings

Fgt. each strategy group, the mean'scores on the RGT and the EGT for
the above- and'below-average groups were data points. -These data were
submitted to,a 3x2 multivhriate analysii Or varian& for identification .

of a composite of the dependent variables and'effect testing. The com-
posite was the difference in the achievement levels on the RGT and the
EGT. For the'threestrategy groups the composite.was: analysis -- 2.23;

synthes1s combination -- 0.41. It was found that the mean com-
posite scores of the strategy groups mere different (p < .05) and*that

.the mean composite scores of the above- and below- average prior-achieve-.
went groups were.different(p <

Univariate analysis of variance failed to show that the strategy
groups' mean'RGT or EGT scores were different. Post hoc analysis shoWed
that the mean composite score of the analytic strategy group:was greater
than either strategy group compOsite score. No other differences were
found.

5. Interpretations

The major finding was that the analytic strategy group showed a
large decrease in proof construction achievement when encountering
extraneous data in the given, while the other groups decreased only
slightly: The author suggested that this result might imply a modifica-
tion in the Bechtold and Scandura contention that a reduction in achieve-
ment occurs when extraneous data are included in a problem-solving situ-
ation. Such a general statement may,need qualification and refinement
in tevis of other pertinent variables.

,t
Since the analytic strategy was-less stable across problem types,

the'author suggested that the. synthetic or combination strategy be em-
ployed in geometry Courses until definitive evidence is found for an
optimal strategy. The author noted. the limitations of the small sample,
the experience, of the teachers, and the brief instructional period,

Critical Commentary

The author should, be applauded for attempting to develop knowledge
in an area as complex ,as proof strategies. Even though there are many,
limitations on this study, it is a tentativestep in helping teachett

-to do a more effective job in teaching proof. I would like .to pee

ditional studies that focus on the variables affecting proof construc-
tion.achievement rather than,studies seeking an "optimal" strategy.
The former focus would be fir.more manageable. and free from extraneous
forces. - /

,.
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A
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AS A TRA NING LABORATORY AND ITS EFFECT ON L
ACHIEVING SIXTH GRADERS. Fennell, Francis and Trueblood, Cecil:
for Research in Mathematics Education, v8 n2, pp97-106, March 1977.

urnal

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by James M.
Sherrill, University of British Columbia.

1. Purpose .

"...to collect fotmative data to show the impact of two teacher-
training experience on low-achieving sixth-grir pupils."

. Rationale

The traditional means-referenced conceptidn.of instruction has been
questioned as being inadeAuate for most instructional decision making.
In its place several leading teacher educators tave suggested a goal-re-,
ferenced,instrdctionaI model. The adoption of a goal-referenced instruc-
tional model poses new problems; specifically, how. should teacher educa-
tion programs be designed to prepare prospective elementary teachersto
perform the many professional tasks demanded by the emerging types of.in7.
dividualized instruction?

3. Research Design and Procedure

One group of five elementary teacher education student-S. (TEST) was

trained in the tasks associated with a goal-referenced model of instruc-
tion; a second group (TES2) was trained' to implement the prOcedures set
forth in the teacher's guide for the classtoom text assigned by a local
school district. Both TES1 and TES2 Were,given the same number of class
hours of instruction and review of the mathematics content to be,taught..
A set of behavioral teachinz competen(20.es was used with both groups to
evaluate the method instructor's performance and to insure, as much as
possible, that both TES1 and TES2 had successfully completed their train-
ing programs.

Both groups of TES taught sixth-grade students jUdgea as 'low adhieV--
ers by their,fifth-giade teacher and their scores:on Form W (May 1971
administration) of the Stanford. Achievement Test. Of the 47 Tupils
(N(TES1) = N(TES2) = 27) in the. study, 60 percent scored below the
fifth stanine on all subtests. Only two of the'subjects scored above
the sixth stanine on any subtest.:. Due to school policy the pupils could
not be randomlq assigned to treatment group's.

The formative data include (a) pupils' pretest, posttest, and re-
tention.-test scores on a 32-item unit mastery test; (b).pupils' pretest,
posttest, and retention test scores on the Suydam- Trueblood Attitude .

TToward Mathematics scale; and (c) the amount of time needed by the in-'
struCtional group to demonStrate mastery,Of the unit objectives. The

6



unit 'mastery tett--was developed'Irom a table of speci cations based on
'thebehaVioraX:objeCtiVes for the unit of instruction. :.06 a pilot admit:-
istration of the unit mastery test, the test-retest reliability'wa 00.89,

',The .SuydamTruebloodcattitude.scale has' an; avetage internal consistenty .

...
,/(dronbach's Coefficient Alpha) of 0:96, ...

. c

Asingle classification analysiS
was'computed for each instructional g

s,

mariance with rePeat'edeasureai.
p to. assessachievement gait;. 4

Newmdh-Keuls analysis was used

k
to-locatetSignificant,differences.)Thje

is' wereli

used with the Suydam - Trueblood Attitude Tow theatciacale scores.
Single classification analysis of variance and =U analyA4Sl:

th'l

The unit of instruction for the study was =functions equatiOns,.'

4.. 'Findings V

Ihe,ANOVA results showed that both grOURalLOUSubleCis Made
gains on the, 32-item unit mastery,...e§t..:Th wmad4,Keuls analy
that all three pairwise comparisons:for pr_test, posttest, and r
It were sigdificant for TES1. Only the posttest-retention to

,be significant comparison for TES2. 2
4

significant
s Showed
tention -

failed

' The ANOtri'add NeWman-Keuls analysesshowed a significantigain
attitude for the TEST group on ,the preteretentiOn test comparison Only.
ThelANOVALfor TES2-pupids' attitude scores was not significant.

, 'Every TE42 subject took nineteen 4,5mihute Instructional pe
complete the unit. v,Half of thd TEST, subjects finished the Udit
periods and one-fifth of Ole TE81 dUbjectsfinishdd the unit)

.

5. Interpretations,

xiods to
in416'

].d periods,

.*

Both TES groups significantly increased-their pupils'-Unit-mastery
test scores without negatively affecting their attitude toward- elementary
school mathematics. Therdfore,,using the elementary schoOl'asra
ing laboratoiy for the TES in'this.study seemed to have posftive impact
on the pupils they taught.

The data from this study.suggest certain ideas.that have potential
applicationto the field-based preparation of prospective elementary
teachers:

)

1. Having TES help teach an indiVidually prescribed unit
of mathematics under the supervision of a master teacher,
may ,be educationally defensible n terms of the positive
impact it can have on the pupils and the realistic train-
ing experieng it can afford the prospective teachers.

Public schools and teacher education institutions-could
consider coioining force; to assist those pupils who
most need individualized attention--the lbw- achieving
pupils.

'1



rice, .amore detailed and morecarefullY designed.set of'studies should
be conducted.

Critical Commentary

The concerns about this study center.around two areas: ,thb otiginal
design of the study and the statistical analysis. ..

1. Design of the study: It .

,.

is agreed tj the study ",..was
.

:

not intended as an experirAental comparison to decide which
. training procedure was better. However, a comparison group.
was needed. While both. TES groups increased the unit mas-

.. 0.terytest scores of their pupils, it may be thaVneither
performed as well as a traditiOal non-field-based TES group
might have 'performed. when.theistarted working with. students.
The gains may have been due to the' confounding. effects of
maturation and testing. The study, as designed, suffers
from a classical case of statistical regression effect.

2. Statistical analysis: patting aside the facts that there,
was no random assignmentand the authors admit that thd
independenCe-of-data issue is cloudy, there is still some
confusion of the purpose of comparing pretest-posttest
scores. One of the pieces of data collected was "...the r
amount of time needed by the instructional groups to dein-:
onstrate mastery of the unit objectives." It must be as-'
suMed that the researchers had Some manner, other than'the
unit mastery test; to judge whether or not the individual
students .had attained mastery. The subjects were pretested,
worked on the mathematics content until they were judged
to have mastered-the-unit, then .tested to see if they ha.ve4
mastered the unit. It ,could not have come as.a surprise
that the F ratios based on the unitmastery test data were
very large:

In spite of the above criticisms the conclusions of the authors are
realiStic and stated with cautionary words such as "may" and "could".
Using the same cautions, it may be possible that the study could serve
as an existence statement for the authors',point. of view.

8
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SEX - RELATED DIFFERENCES IN IMITHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT ANDRELATED FACTORS:

A FURTHER STUDY. FennemaMizabeth H.; Sherman, Julia'A. Journal for
Research in Mathematics Education, v9'n3, pp189-203, May 1978.

Expanded. Abstract 4 4 Analysis Prepared Especially for by Mary
GraCe Kantowski, University of Flori4a.

.Purpose

To. continUethe otudy of COgnitive and affective variables that.
influence males and females to learn mathematics at different levels.
Cognitive variables include: computational skill; knowledge of concepts,
problem solving ability, verbal ability, and spatial visualization.
Affective variables include:' attitude toward success in mathematics,
mathematics as a male domain, .perceived attitude of parents and teachers,
effectance tOtiVation, confidence,, and usefulness.

2. Rationale

Several recent studies haVe suggested that the widely held,belief
of male superiority in mathematics fs'not as prevalent as had been be-

, lieved and, is, moreover, age-related. In earlier reported tudies th-
'cluding only grades, 9 through 12, the authors found pat sex-related
differences were found in only half of the school population sampled
when the, number of years of studying mathematics was controlled. This
research is a followup study. designed to look at the same variableS
in the feeder schools forthose used in the studies reported earlier.

. Research Design and Procedure

. A battery of tests was administered"ro 1320 sixth-, seventh-, and
eighth-gradestudents in middle schools in Madison, Wisconsin that were
the feeder schools for the population'of the previous study.- The sample
included only students in the top 85% in mathematics achievement. The

tests included the Romberg-Wearne Problem Solving Test, vocabulary tests
,from, the Verbal Battery of the Cognitive Abilities Test, the Space,Re-
.lations Test,.Mathematics Concepts Test, Mathematics Computation.Test,

Ind
the Fennetha-Sherman Mathematics Attitude Scales.

Means of the 15 'measures were computed for males and females in
each of the three grade levels and for each of four areas of the city.
An ANOVA was per.formed on each variable, with sex, grade, and area
used as sources 6f variance. dorrelation coefficients between measures
were computed for each sex and for thestudents combined over area and
grade. A principal component factor.analysis was also performed on all
variables-combined over area and grade.



4. Finngs

Means and-standard deviations for, a11, measures were reported by area, .

sex.and'grade, in
Area, and Sex x Gr
were found in only
male: "Confidence
Domain." As expecte,
abAs, and signifiCan
ableS.

ddition to.the usual F ratios of ANOVAs -(sex:x Grade x
de for each Areal.. Significant sex- related differences
wo affective, vatiables,jn each case "favoring".the
n Learning Mathematics" and "Mathematics as a'Male

significant'area effects were found'for all vari-
grade effects were found for the Cognitive yari-

The results of th
the following: (1) si

matics as a Male Doma

Sex x Grade for reach Area data analysis showed
nificant di ferences in all areas fOr "Mathe-

in", (2) signif \dant difference. n Computation
(favoring females) in Area 4; (3) significant differences in favor of
males-in Romberg-Wearne Application and Romberg-Wearne Problem Solving
and for six of the eight affettive variables in Area 3. Only the "teacher"
and "Effectance in Motivation "`variables showed no significant sex dif-
ferences in Area 3.

.5. Interpretations

The findings."strongly suggest that'there are no universal sex-.
related differences in mathematics learning." The'aUthors note that the
results of this study agree with the NAEP results of lack of differences .

in mathematics achievement before age 17, but are in conflict with the
NLSMA conclusions that males are superior on tasks of high cognitive
complexity. They suggest th4t the heightened interest in women in mathe-
matics in the interim years could be at least partially responsible for
some of the differences in results found in NLSMA studies and in this
one.

One surprising result was the lack of significant difference in
spatial visualization in males and females, a finding that would,sif
further sybstantiated, dispel the long7heid belief that males are supe-
rior to females in spatial ability.

A very interesting aspect of the discusion'of results is the
comparison of the findings of this study with those of the above-mentioned
study in grades 9 through 12. This is particularly true where sharp
differens were observed in the affective 'measures. Especially note-
worthy are the "Confidence in Learning. Mathematics and the "teacher"
variabledtand the relationship between these variables.

Critical Commentary

The Fennema-Sherman studies are a valuable contribution to the'.
search for reasons. for'thedearth of women in mathematics'-related fields.
More euch,weli-rdesigned and carefully conducted'research is needed to
provide hard data to subStantiatO hypothese'or to..dispel-,popular myths.



n addition to presenting status information, these studies provide a
baseline With which ta compare the results of future studies.

A careful study of the tables and discdssion suggests the following
questions and comments:

(1) How much a function of Madison, Wisconsin are the.
results? Although a socioeconomic mix does exist,
any university town is in.atypical sample. Com-

parative studies are needed.

(2) What are the socioeconomic characteristics of Areas
1,. 2, and 4? It would help the reader to have some
demographic information on each of the areas since
one purpose of such.studies is to provide informa-
tiori-to support hypotheses for probable causes of
lack of participation and for achievement differences.

(3) The lack of significant sex-differences in the spa-
'tial test was an especially interesting finding 'in
need of further investigatioh: Since it is generally
accepted that more than one spdce factor exists, fur-
ther,substantiation.of the findings with other measures
of spatial ability are indicated.

(4)- Some of ttie graphs on page 199 of the article are
misleading.' .A perusal of the table of means.(pp'.
192-193) suggests some interesting discrependiesd_
The "Confidence in Mathematics " graph would lead
the leader to belieVethat female confidende was
consistently. lower'. in fact this was not the case
in four of the nine classes studied. Likewise, the
"Usefulnes'of Mathematics" graph shows males cOn-
sistently higher. Yet the means for females in a

five of.the nine...classes are higher. As the author
noted (p. 198), great differences in favor ofmales
especiallyOn the affectiVe variables occurred in
Area 3. These large discrepancies fn one area
could account for an inaCcurateupicture..

( ) The high correlations between the students' con-
fidence in mathematics and their perceived atti-
tudes of parents and teachers toward theth s

learners of mathematiCs should provide hyp theses
for further study.
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. FLOW CHARTS IN MATHEMATICS CLASSES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS.

Ford, Janet E. and McLeodcpouglas B. Two-Year College Mathematics
v8 ni%,pp15-19, January 1977'.

Expanded Abstract and AfialysisiPrepared Especially for I.M.E. by'Otto C.
Bassler,.George Peabody College for Teachers.

.

1. Putpose

\TO develop a unit orvflow charts and to determine its effectiveness
in helping teachers explaln,soMe algorithms from arithmetic.

2. Rationale.

Recent recommendations by several committees and mathematics
educators have indicated'that flow charts can -be-a useful device-in.'
teaching mathematical concepts. One particular. topic thatA.s suited..
to the use of'flow charts is the development of algorithms in arithOt-,
tic. It is conjectured that a unit'onflow charts would be helpful to
students as they identify steps in an algorithm as well as helping
them justify algorithms.

. Research Design add Procedure

A unit of instruction was designed to teach flowcharts and to
explain arithmetic algorithms using flow charts. ThedevelopMent of
the.unit was accomplished by spec4fying the objectives, writing and
sequencing instructional activities to attain these objectives, and

. revising and improving the unit' based upon the results of three pilbt
studies.

Twenty-four female students, enrolled in a first seme ter mathe-
matics course. for elementary teachers, were assigned at random to two
.treatment groups. The experimental group learned flow charts and then
used flow charts to study arithmetic algorithms". The control group
studiedthe. same algorithms without using flowcharts. . Both groups
used the same manipulative materials in instruction that emphasized
identifying the steps in- algorithms. and justifying algorithms. '.EaCh
of the two investigators was randomly assigned three hours to teach
each treatment group, resulting in a total of six instructional periods ,

for each group. -With the .exception of the flow charts that were only
taught to the experimental group,. the same algorithms, problems and
,exercises were used in both groups.

Following the treatments both groups were given a post-test on
three algorithms- -two of which had been discussed during'instruction /
and one which had not.been discussed in either treatment group. The

form of the test required students to complete five examples of the
algorithm,. then to write a list of instructions for the algorithm,
and also to explain why their list of instructions produced the correct
answer. Two dependent variables; "list steps In algorithm" and"justify

12



/algorithm ", were scored for each student's post-test. The maximum score
for each dependent variable was 12, four points for'each of the three.

/ algorithms. A brief attitude-toward-flow-charts questionnaire Was also
administered to the subjects in the 'experimental group.

. Findings

Means of post.ztest 'scores were compared using t-tests. The
results indicated that students who had studied flow charts performed
Significantly better (p.<.U1) on listing the steps involved; in algor-
ithms. Both groups performed at about the same'level on justifying .

algorithms. The mean score for each group was quite low when justi-
fying algorithms--1..8 out of 12 for the experimental,group and 1.9 for
the control group. The results. of the attitude survey indicated.
generally positdVe.attitudes of the students in the experiMental group
toward flow chayts.'

5. Interpretations

It was concluded that constructing flow charts did help students.
give a more complete listing, of theSteps in an algorithm. .:This is, '.
\interpreted to offer some support for the inference that-a unit on
flowcharts can help prospective teachers do a better.job. Of explaining
how algorithms work. They superiority of the experimental group was due
to the ability of these subjects to describe all of the cases of an
algorithm whereas subjects in. the control group tended. to use only One
problem as a basis for their list of instructions. Neither group did
well in justifying.algorithMs and it was concluded that flow charts do
not seem to help atudents-explainwhy algorithms give the. correct
answer.

Critical Commentary

The unit.on flow charts appeared to have been well prepared follow-
ing an appropriate curriculum developmeni.model. The authorslare to be
.

commended'fdr revising the experimental treatment materials, based on-
the results of three pilot studies. No indication was provided about
the.instructional prograt for the control subjects other than it
developed the same algorithms Without the use of flow charts. Perhaps
if the\same curriculum development model had been applied to the control
treatment, the results would have been different. There'is no way for
the reader to know the emphasis placed upon listing steps in the control
treatment.

Both groups failed to achieve the Objective, "justify algorithms",
since'students tn'both treatments had low mean achievement '(about 15%)
on this measure. AchieveMent this low would tend to suppress any
differences that might" exist. between the treatments. If this was to
be one of the outcomes of instruction,, then. the curriculum development
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model did nott7achieve its goal and the instructional materials need to
be analyzed and reyised.

No indication of the scoring scheme used tto rate the dependen
variables was provided nor were any estimates of ,test or rater relia-

.

bility given. .Thede conditions'may have a substantial bearing on
the outcomes of the study.

Pinally it seems hazardous to generalize from a significant
finding on listing the steps in an algorithm to doing a better job
of explaining how algorithms work.

lo

a.
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INDEFINITE GOALS.IN WELL STRUCTURED PROBLEMS, Greeno, Jades G, Psycho-
logical Review, v83 n6, pp479 -491, November 1976.

Expanded Alostract and Analysis Prepared Especially for by Max
)
S.

-Bell, University of ChicagO.

1. Summary

Excellence in "problem solving" is often said to be one of the
central goals Of school mathematics teaching, but we do not agree among
ourselves about what that phiaselneans. "Problem solving" occupies
many researchers in psychology but there'seems little' reason now to
revise a psyChologist's,judgment of over a decade ago that "Research. in
human problem solving has a well-earned reputation for being the most
chaotic of ail identifiable categories of human learning" (Davis,1966)..
Greeno's article,uses school content as the vehicle for a problem7.
solving inquiry published in a,wel1:7known psycholog4cal journal. 'Hence,
it should be a good place to test overlap-between our concern.
for teaching problem solving' and the efforts of information processing
theorists within psychologyto illuminate how human beings 'go about
problem solving.

Information-processing inquiries typically aim to sort out fairly'
compleX thinking processes by models that in concept or in actuality
can be simulated with compdier programs (Newell and Simon, 1972),'and
this article is in that Xradition. The main thrust of the article is
that open-ended or indefinite problem-solving goals or subgoals can
arise in otherwise "well- structured" problems and not merely from the,
uncertainties o11-structured problems. Definition of the,phrase
"well. structured problepi" with careful use of "problem," "probleii.

state,'" "elements," l'relations," "operators,'!-"problem goal," and so
..on,'takes up the first two pages of the article, along'with the foot-

note warning that even so "there Is no,generaIldefinition of a well-
structured problem, nor should there be" (p: 479). 'There can, however, .

be precisedefinition of some words, for example:: "I will say that a,
goal is indefinite when Its description in disjunctive norMal.form has
at least two terms consisting of single features or conjunctions and
when each such term has one or more features that are not present in
other terms" (p. 480).

Ne*t, by'llaving five high school students talk through/geometry
problems such as the one exhibited
here, Greeno shows that it is typi- PM 1 QR
cal for studentslto go through an
information gathering stage (e.g.,. PMbisectsZQPR
by marking the figure), without a
definite theorem in mind and only Prove:.

then begin to select speCific
strategies: In three pages of dis APQM.12.41PRM

r

cussion this pro4 Is established
as an example of a-well-structured
problem solVed,by generating indef-
inite subgoals.
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ln the next four pages a computer proaiam (Perdix) for doing simple
congruence proofs in gepmetry is described;in some detail as a model for
indefinite subgoals us-. in solving well-structured problems. It is not_,
possible to summarize that discussion.briefly, but those Igmijiar with
such models in the thformation processing literature can get s flavor
from the flow chart fragment shown in the article. The problem solving
consists of a series of passes through such a process, trying to fit
.what is known at each pass to SAS, ASA, AAS, or hypotenuse-leg, in that
order% If enough direCt information is "given" in the problem as
stated, then the proOf !will emerge during the first pass. If not, an
"infer congruent parts' production. routine is activated to get, if
possible, just one add/Iltional congruent pair of sides or angles to
work with, then the prioress is scanned again. If there is still not a
solution, then "infer Congruent parts" operates again, another pass
is tried; and so on. The routine as programmed leads, if at all, to a
,single unique solution, even thotigh a human problem solver might readily
see several possibilities. It is-clearthat the richneSsand versitil-
ity of the ',infer congruent parts" routine pretty much determine how
complicated can be the problems handled. by Perdix. Given the purposes
of Pte present exposition, little detail is given about'that routine
or Perdix more generally. Lacking such. detail, one cannot tell if a
couple of 'apparent flaws in the partial-flowchart given in the article
are real, misprints, or attended to in ways, not explained here..

The point, of course, is not to produce a computer program to do.
proofs so that humans will not have to do them but rather to try to
model and thus illdminate what might be actual human thinking processesh.
The author-explains some ways in which he thinks Perdix proceeds just
as humans iight and some reasons to believe that the program models
use of indefinite goals in solving well - structured problems. There are
two pages of interest primarily to specialists where the features of
Perdix are compared to General Problem Solver (GPS) computer simula-
tions of human thinking -and to othen'i computer simulations of congruence

proofs, The article-ends by making explicit the.--centrpl point of the
paper that. "The ease with which the theory Of well-structured problems
can apparently be extended to accommodate indefinite goals seems
encouraging for the possibility that other sources Of uncertainty in
ill-structured problems might also be incorporated inthe theory of
well-structured problems" (p. 491).

2, Commentary

As I turn to comment, it must be understood that I have no doubt
about the worth and usefulness of the article for its'primary audience
of. psychologists. Given that, it is still worth exploring whether it
is equally useful to us. We seem often to assume. that.we are somehow
remissAn not making direct use of the treasures of knowledge avail--
able from theoretical psychology models for the'improvement of mathe-
matics education,.but our sense of guilt about that may not be
warranted. Whatever the potential of such relatively pure research
and model building for eventually increased understanding, there may
still be serious and possibly fatal harriers to its direct application
within our field.
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t The first of these difficulties is simply in ta'communition between
the two fieldg, mathematics.eddcatiOd and psychology. On the one hand;
only 'those among matheffirdcs educators'who.immediatelyresonate to the
acronythleVand know abaut at leaSt some of'ACT, EPAM, CLS, or'PLANNER,
v11111.11(1 ihisearticle easily accessible, since those acronyms and a
variety-of other special terms and'referenpes Are.used without further,
elaboration. On the other hand, the detailed explanations and protocol
zioparently needed to communicate to. psychologists about how.youngsters
may geabout simple congruence "proofamay semi trivial to anyone who
has taught .a tenth-grade geomtry course. That combination of obscurity
and triviality cannot be a criticism of this article--which might well
have been given the opposite tilt if written for us instead of psychol-
ogists7-but it:does serve to illustrate the communications problem.

SeCond, try as T might, I cannot see-such:a'program as Perdix as
truly modeling human problem solving in attacking such proofs as are
used as examples. A sensible'tenth grader 'would, as'the.protocol given
in the article indicates, simply mark on the figure the parts given as
or easily shown to be congrpent,.look at that to see what congruence
theorem applies, and then undertake to fill in the details to make it
a respectable exposition. He would not, as Perdix does, use only what
is directly.giv n to check out methodically SAS, then ASA, et cetera,
and only then looking for some:single additional, congruent pair in
order*to go t ough another series of triangle.congrubnce tests. . That
is, I find it alittle far-fetched to-say that "the system as pro-
grammed may be quite realistic for the problem of proNiing congruence
of triangles". (p. 488) where "realistic" apparently refers to how
humans actually attack such a problem. The trouble as I see it is that
such a program as Perdix Ultimately. comes down to an algorithmic
,process .for obtaining singe solutions for a restricted range of
problems, while what we want to teach and what we want youngsters to
use are heuristic approaches that encompass multiple solUtions for a
broad range of problems. That algorithmic iverUsleuristic distinction
has been.neatly expressed by L. N. Landa who:h'Ssalgo demonstrated a
specific heuristic toutine.that.resultdd in remarkable gains in Russian
eighth graders! ability to TroVe geometry the0Ois (Landa, 1975). I

can no moreiMagine the teaching of a Perdix4;ke algorithm as a fruit-
ful means to similar gains than I can imagine'a student hitting on a
Perdix -like routine as a "natural" approach. to doing geometric proofs.
Again, this article does not suggest Perdix.ns a guide to instruction,
so the remarks above are intended only to emphasize the considerable
distance tetween such modeling of "problem solving" and'the'direct
applicability to mathematics-education. It should be said that the
information processing theorists are quite aware that problem solving
often_cannot be algorithmic and that some of their computer simula-
tions-attempt to model use of heUristic routines.

A third and related barrier. to. application of such models is the
gap between the precise and narrow limits that must be imposed to get
clean results and the broader range of cdIncerns typical in school
instruction.' For.eXample,this article goes to some lengths to.define
a "well-strUctdred problem" then works toward a ertain extension 'sof
the theory of such problems.. But Oind it a 1 the discouraging to
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learn that. the theory has not aiready encompaspd that extension, which
most teachers would recognize as essential even in the relatively.
stylized ptieblem of .putting together .ageometric proof.

To close on a positive note, one admires the inventiveness that
enables geometry problems.to:be presented to computers in symbolic form
and solutions achieved by general routines such as those of Perdix.
More important; details of that may tell us something.usefua bout how
our somewhat sloppy heuristics of extracting information from diagrams
could.be enriched by:exploiting our diagram labeling systems, say, in
confusedly overlapping figures. (It is not clear in the article
whether Perdix can handle such "figures".) Some of that is already
done in Many boOksnow, but perhaps more could be done. Again, it may
be that details about the "infer congruent parts" routine would tell.
us something useful about how much information needs to be stored away .

to support richness in that routine.--

Themethodology of the inquiry itself can perhaps enrich our view
of what is respeCtable in scholarly inquiry. GreenO has thought about
a category of problems, observed some youngsters at work On.them, formT-
ulated 4 conception, produced a routine to test it-out, and then-
reported the results with barely_ any empirical data andno'statistics°
to speak of. At a more "practical" level, our profession abounds in
analogoua'opportunities to soit out specific instructional problems
(not usually with computer routities),yet the doctoral students who
produce,thelbulk of research literature seldom work in this way.
Perhaps psychological research can'at least teach more of us;that
there is a wider-range of ways to dO scholarly work on instruction and
learning problems than is common in our field of mathematits education.
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A'COMPAR1SON OF TWO APPROACHES TO THE ASSESSMENT OF CONDITIONAL-REASONING
ABILITIES. .Janssoo, C. Journal for Research in Mathematics Education,
v9 n3, pp175-188, May 1978.-

Expanded Abstract and. Analysis Prepared Especially,for LK:E. by Larry
Sowder, Northern Illinois University.

.1. purpose

To compare "adolescents' abilities to handle simple conditional
arguients as measured by two different assessment procedures."

2. Rationale

Res9prchers have used different instruments to assess conditional
reasoning. Do different instruments measure the .same thing?

-3. Research Design and Procedure

SUbjects were 185 eighth graders, 140 tenth _graders, and 139,twelfth
graders, all in mathematics classes.

First Instrument: In group settings, each student' received,
randomly, one of two 32-item investigator-constructed tests of conditional
reasoning. These fdrms presented two premises and asked for a yes/no/may-
be response to the truth of a given conclusion. Each form contained
eight items based on each of these principles: (a) modus, ponens (if p
then q; y; therefore q); .(b) if p then q; q;- therefore p invalid);
(c) if p then q;. not p; therefore not q (invalid); and (d) modus tollens
(if 0 then q; not q;'therefore not p). The forms differed in that one
involved items in which "at least part of one of the premises was" contrary
to qbservable fdct"; the other involved concrete and,familiar content. d-
Results from the two were lumped together., even though the form with the
concrete, familiar items was easier. Criterion for "mastery," of a prin-
ciple wag 6 correct out of the 8 items for thy- principle.

6

Second Instrument: Four-card problems usually involve a given
conditional rule and cards which may or may not be compatible with the
rule. Here the rulewas, "Whenever there is a number below the
there is a letter above the line," and a letter, .a numeral, an asterisk,
Or a masked region was 'in each of the top and bottom halves of the cards.
,Three four-card thSks made up the second instrument.: These involved
identification of correct domain for a masked top or bottom of a card,
identification of card(s) incompatible with the rule, and identification
of the half-masked cards whiCh would test the rule. Criterion for mastery
of a principle was correct decisions on all threL cards which involved
the principle. These tasks were administered by overhead'proj ctor dis-,
plays, withldnswees recorded on a special form. 'This instrume was
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given right After the written test..

For each of the. ISrinciRlesi the Proportions .of students `meeting

criterion-on the two tests were compared within each grade and:in toto.

4. Findin(s .

\ ..

.,
. , . \

(a) the proportion of students meeting criterion' on the written
test differed- significantly from the proportion meeting
criterion on the four-card,instrumert in el grade-by-

-principle combinations except for mOdusiRoneng with the
'twelfth.graders (p, 0.01 and in most cases.p < 0.001).

)
(b). For the valid principles, modus ponens and,modns'tollens,

. the Written test was easier. Forthe invalid patterns, the
foui-card test was easier.

5. Interpretations

(a) The written form of.,an inference may lend itself to a'fot.7.
mally 'earned "algorithmic" 'response, whereas a four-card
task may call.. forth "native" 14ic.

(b) Concurrent validity. for the two tests is not strong.,
4

(c) Ordinary thoughprocesses are not always consistent with.
mathematical logic

Critical Commentary

(a) The results of.:thisistudy provide an excellent illnstration of
the importance of a researcher's choice Of"instrumentS. As the
investigator points out, content,validity is no assurance of
concurrent validity:

(b). One can, always find (perhaps minor) points to.object to. Here
are four,:. First, are comments on reliabilities not. appropriate

. for the sort:of test used'here? Second, the remark about the,
differende in performance on the two Written versions. was in-
triguing; -jutting theresults together makes bne wonder how
well.Planned the analysis was. Some sort of correlational
.analysis would o'have been in orde?. Third, should the
written version haveaskedwhetherf the conclusiori was true?
The contrary -to -fact items might then be. baAigularly puzzling:

.to students. Finally, it would appear that thd criterion for
"thA4ory"-of a principle for the writtentest version e(Eont
of ?.correct) was less stringent than the criterion oft the



(c)

,

four-card version tall 3 of the directly related ihst4ncesth
..

. Y
correct).. The investigator mentions the'dtbitfAtiness of
the criteria.. .9fte wonders.hot"greatly:the-results would ,0
.haVe'been atfected.flif some different criteria had been used. ,

.

.
1

. . .

The'atithor islto be commend0 for not'commenting.On the °
appatent difference from li to grade.. After all, since
only the. stronger stwienta:maY,surviVe the natural seleetiori7' '.

). of mabhematicstpcdent4ftom grade'S to grade 12, the twelfthr!..
graderg very l?kely were' not comparable to the groups from' ',

47,
.the earlier grades.

.

(1)i As'always it:is appallingto read thet.esults of such status'
studi4s-can't-out students, especially.tweifthear'mate,,,
matics students, reason any better than that?! JansSon
points out 'that few studies,have examined the effect of
struction.. We need such stud'ts. with'penetratingiassesSMents
of what we do teach. Can we teach more than logical algor
ithmS?

. Can we indeed improve "flatten logiC, supported as
At is'with everyday non -mathematics' uses of logical-cbrittec-
tives?

; ,

(e) -The author laudably dxaMined several posaible explanations
.of the results. In reading the disCliskicin, houeverl one keeps
wondering, "Why didn;t he to anfratudehfs?" Pen.tesearCh-
ers who look down on ciintoal.studies.acknowIedge that inter-
viewing students can provide potentially valOable data. Howe. .

fitmly co winced were students that their responses were:correct?
What sort of algorithms do the students\usel (For example,: mine

"cancel!.' statements and combine what-is; left. at, the copclusioi!)
The approach to determining student thinking is to aSlctheM tb
explain theii, respones Adi,. Karplus, and Lawson (1978) took
such 'an approach and arrived at categories. which seem to! show a
developmental trend.
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SHOULD SCIENCE BE USED TO TEACH MATHEMATICAL SKILLS? Kren, Sandra'R.;
Buntsberger, John P. Journal of Research in Science Teaching, v14
pp557-561, 1977.

Expanded Abstract And Analysis Prepared Especially for I.N.E. by George
W. Bright, Northern Illinois University.

1. Purpose

. The purpose was to determine whether mathematical skills can be
acquired by presenting either (1) quantitative science exercises alone
or (2) science andomathematics exercises concurrently.,

2. Rationale

A response to."demands to return to the basics" prompted-an appli-
cation of the "several theories of transfer of training" to science
teaching in terms of the effects on mathematics achievement. -Integra-
tionof the. cuiriculum.is preserited as one way to achieve transfer.
(It is not clear whether the'referencedcited concerning attempts to
integrate science and mathematics.are reports of research or exhorta-
tions to integrate mathematics and Acience. The common element
reported from these articles is the authofsi beliefs that mathematics
and science should be integrated.) The Study was viewed as a.follow-

,

up to a study by Kolb (1968) in, which greater achievement of science
objectives was'observed when a'mathematics sequence preceded the
science exercises.

3. Research Design and Procedure

The science exercises were from Science: A Process Approach I
(prediction in various physical systems, and the measurement of angles).
The mathematics instruction was lecture-demonstration based'on a text-
book supplemented by a packet of worksheets "to insure adequate
coverage" (interpretation and construction of linear .graph's; measure-
ment and construction of angles).

The treatments were (1) science, (2) mathematics and science con-
currently, (3) mathematics and,(4) control (pre- and posttests only,
with a 10-day lapse). The treatment lasted "approximately 12 consec-
utive school days."

Students were 161
"Three classrooms were
classrooms volunteered
emphasis added]. Dis

not reported. The exp
group design.

tP,

fourth- and fifth - graders from eight classrooms.
randomly assigned to treatment groups and five
for one of the treatments used in the study "
tribution of classrooms among the treatments was
erimental design was a non-equivalent'control
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Prior. to the treatment,Sections r and Il of the Kren Test were

given. The test was. administered again the fourth day after the

treatment. Analysis of covariance', multiple range test, analysis of

variance, multiple classification analysis, correlation, and item
.analysis frequency were used.

The Kren Test-SectionI is on treasuring and,constructing angles;
the Kren Test-Section II is on interpreting and constructing linear;
graphs. Each section is 15 items; the total reliability was .93.
Content validity was endorsed by a panel of readers.

4. Findings

ANCOVA (the covariate is not clearly identified) was used on post
test scores to'measure differences among groups. For each section of

the test, significant differences .(p <.01) are reported among the

14treatment groups.' The df for each F-statistic is giVen as (3,157).

Mathematics-only and mathematics-science-concurrently were
"equally effeCtive" in teaching the material on angles, but science -

only was "not an acceptable substitute." "Analysis of covariance was

used to analyze the data in order to adjust for initial difference
[among] the groups, which might 10Ve been present due to varying
amounts of)exposure to the prerequisite skills." The. material on graphs

was taught with equal effectiveness via mathematiCs-only, science-only,

or mathematics -and- science- concurrently.

ANOVA was used.on posttest scores to measure grade effect. A_

significant effect (p <:01) was reported only for Section I. Since

.means are not reported,' it is impossible to tell which grade scored

higher. Also, the df for the.analysis is not reported.

For each section of the Kren Test, there was a positive correlation.

between pre- and posttest scores. . There was also a positive correlation

between Section I and Section II for the posttest only. Neither the

correlation nor the significance levels were reported.

Constructing angles was-harder at both grades than reading a

protractor or measuring an angle. No statistics are reported for

the multiple range test or the multiple classification analysis.

5. Interpretations

The science activity on prediction seems improperly placed. It

should be delayed. Further investigations of the effectiyeness of the

integration of science and mathematics should be undertaken.
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Critical Commentary

The study has obvious flaws. Of primary importance is-thataince
classes were assigned to tteatments (but not tandomly)' ttie-unit of

Analysis should be the class mean. The correct df for the ANCOVA and

ANOVA are (34) and,(1,6) respectively. It is impossible to tell,-

Whethet a reanalysis would result in any signifiCant F-statistics.

the comments below are less critical.

1. The rationale.for investigating the "integration of the CUrricT.
ulum" as part of the transfer of training paradigm is not

.
cleari, It is, ofcourse, one aspect of the learning. environ-
ment, but there,is no justification that it is .critical

aspect.

2. Twelve consecutive school days is long enough to anticipate
some results, but the descriptiZn is "approxiMately 12 days."
Were the treatments. of different lengths?

3. The nature of the use of the mathematics concepts in the
Science instructional treatment should be _explained. This
seems especially important if we are to.learn to recognize
the kinds of integration of curricula that are effective,

. 4. What did the control group do for 10 days? Why was the pre -

test /posttest lapse lICIdays rather than_121_

5. What was the distribution of grades-among the treatments?

6. The results are reported in a confused way, Some, are in the

discussion section but not the results section.' Results for
two analyses seem not to be reported at all.

7. The F-statistics alone are impossible to interpret. Means
and multiple range test statistics are essential for the
interpretation.

8. Differences in exposure to prerequisites among the treatment
groups are cited as the cause for using ANCOVA to measure the
treatment effect. It seems logical that there would also be
differences in exposure to prerequisites hetween the grades.

, Why wasn't ANCOVA (instead of ANOVA) used'to measure the
grade effect?

As a whole, the study as reported lacks credence. The reader

cannot determine from the information provided whether science can
in fact be used to teach mathematidal skills:



DESCRIPTION AND_ASSESSMENT OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF TEACHING ENGINEERING
STUDENTS MATHEMATICS. Macnab, D.; Mickascii, J. D.;'Georgi, W.
International Journal of Mathematics Education in Science and Technology,
v8 n2, pp219-228v. 1977

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by
Len Pikaart,-Ohio University.

1. Purpose
. r-, .. . ,

The use of (1) tutorial sessions and (2) computer exercise sessions
as part of the instructional procedures in a complex nuMbers course in a
technical collegb are compared separate6 ly to the use.of lectures only.

2. Rationale..

Technidal colleges or FachhoChschulen in West Germ y offer four-7

year engineering degrees. The information explosion.in therecent,years
has caused a general shift from instruction composed o "lectures, dis-
cuSsions,.and exercises" to that consisting almost en irely of lectures.
Using the results of a questionnaire to determine the priorities.Of mathe-
matics topics taught in Fachhochschulen, the two alte native.procedures
were developed in earlier projects for integral calcU s and complex
numbers. Formative evaluations over a period of 11/2 years involving 600

'higher-than
lecture groups in cognitive achievement and:student satisfaction-with
the course and materials, but there was:no significant differencesbe-
tmeen tutorial and computer exercise groups (no comparison is mentioned:-
between computer exercise groups and lecture. groups). Close examination
of data in these earlier- studies indidated thatstudents who had 'tithe
lowest pre - instructional mathematics knowledge performed better in tuto-
rial and computer groups than in the lecture group."

I 1

3. Research Design and Procedure

I 11 ^

Two separate experiments are reported. In both, students enrolled
in a complex numbers course were.administered (1) an intelligence test,
(2) a course entrance test (CET) designed to measure "pre-instructional
mathematical knowledge", (3) a pre-test of-65 multiple-dhoice items,..
and (4) a post-test identical to the pre-test. A derived criterion
measure was defined as:

Performance p = Pot7Pre .

-Max-Pre ,
, .

where Pre and Post are defined as the number of items correct on the pre-.
fest:and post-test respectively. Nax is 65, the maximum number of cor-
rect responses in the pre/post-test. Study of this measure, p, indicates
that it is a ratio of a gain score to the maximum possible gain for each
student,-which is expressed as a percentage in the report.
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Students within a common CET group were assigned to one of three
instructional methods: tutorial, computer, ortlecture.'hEach group re-
ceived ten instructional periods of 90 minutes. Six of the periods were
tutorial sessions or computer sessions in the two associated grOups and
the remaining four periods were lectures,. All ten period's were lectures
for that group. The tutorial, sessions' were composed 'off about _five st -

dents and conducted by another student who was a year more advancedo
The computer sessions were designed for two studentS :at a single inte
active terminal with tutorial and drill-and-pract.iCe programs written 3
in APL. ,/

Both experiments used a treatment -by- levels design. In experiment
1, the treatments were tutorial group and lectUre 'group whereas the
levelsvere high, average, and low groups classified by CET scores., In

experiment 2 the treatments were computer group and lecture group but
the CET levels were high and low-only, because.the small'number of ter-
minals, limited, access to the computer. Twelve students were assigned
to each treatment withinreach CET level. -ThusAn experiment 1 there
were six treatment-by-level groups with a total of 72 students and in

.experiment 2 there were four treatment-by-level groups with a total of
48 students. The authors State that the:mean for both treatment groUps
in a CET level were the same.

'A Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of.variance test was used for
comparisons of levFls within treatments and a Mann - Whitney. U test was
used for all pairwise comparisbris. A level of .05was employed. for

4. Findings

Table
)-

1 is a listing of the mean performance index, p, as a per-'

21

centage for the tutorial and lecture:gro ps for the three groups of
CET levels. An:asterisk (*) indicates a pairwise'significant difference,
but note that the difference' between means for high and low groups with-
'in the lecture treatment is also significant.

..\

TABLE 1

EXPERIMENT 1: MEAN PERFORMANCE INDEX MEANS FOR LECTURE
AND TUTORIAL BY CET GROUPS (W72).

C E T Groups

'High Average Low

Lecture\ 64.8 45.9 43.6

*

Tutorial 62.6 54.2 53.2

Table .2 presen\ts similar data for experiment
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lecture and computer groups.

TABLE 2

EXPERIMENT 2: MEAN,PERFORMANCE INDEX MEANS\FOR LECTURE
\AND COMPUTER BY CET GROUPS' (N=48).

Lecture

C E T Groups

High

58.3

Computer 58.3 49.7

Spearman rank-order correlations.betwen CET scores and performance
scores for the various treatments tollow:,c

Experiment 1
Lecture . 0.57,

. Tutorial. 0132

"Gr

Experiment 2
Lecture 0.61*
Computer 0.45*

.

5. Interpretations

*significant correlation

',-

The authors interpret the results to indicate that the,use of tuto-
orial sessions and computer sessions were more effective for students
with average or low CET scores than the use of lectures alone., For stu-
dents with high CET score's, there appeafed little difference in the use
of the various treatments. The significance of the Spearman correlations
for lecture groups was taken to indicatg that performance was "highly
dependent on pre-instructional behavior as measured by the course entrance
teat (CET)." This is alO;the case for the computer group, but not for
the tutorial group.

Critical Commentary

The major question to be raised in reading this report is, what
effect did the definition of the performance index, p (see section 3,
above), have upon the results of the study? This derived measure is
non-standard and has potential to cause even more havoc than a simple
change score. Associated with the use of the peculiar, criterion measure
is a question about why the investigators did not select readily avail-
able statistical models like analysis of covariance or a Lindquist

Type I model (repeated measures). The conclusion of the authors about
the superior effectiveness of tutorial and computer sessions,as part of
the course for, students with average or low CET scores may be valid, but
they are open to question until the criterion measure is defended.

a Q
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COGNITIVE STYLE AND MATHEMATICS. LEARNING: THE INTERACTION OF FIELD
INDEPENDENCE AND INSTRUCTIONAL TREATMENT IN NUMERATION SYSTEMS,
McLeod, D, B.;, Carpenter, T. P.; McCornack, R. L.; Skvarcius,
Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, v9 n3, pp163-174,
May 1978: r,

Eipanded,Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Richard
E. Mayer, University of California.

A

1. Purpose

The.general purpose was' to investigate aptitude treatment inter-
actions (ATIs) in mathematics learning. In particular, the purpose was
to determine whether there is an interaction between-cognitive style
and the amount,of guidance given ininstruCtion,

. Rationale

Based on a careful review of the ATI literature,'Cranbach and Snow.
(1977) and others have suggested that alternative instructional tech-
niques should be tailored to the specific characteristics and aptitudes
of individual students. In their chOite of an aptitude, the authors
used the dithension of "field dependence- independence" becauSe it re-
presenta a "rather stable trait" that has been related to mathematics
learning-in'previous'stUdies (Witkin, Moore, Goodenough and Cox, 1977).
In their choice of.treatments, the authors, following Kilpatriples
(1975) uggestion, developed treatments relevant to'mathematics educa-
tion and also relevant to the theory of field-dependency--namely the
amount of guidance and, the presence or absence of concrete manipulatable
objects.. The main prediction is: students who score high in field
independence should perform best under minimum guidance while students
who score,, low in field independence should perform best under maximum
guidance.- An- additional prediction is:. cognitive style and.amount'of
guidance may interact with the level of abstraction (i.e., presence or
absence of'o,oncrete objects).

3. Research Design and Procedure

The stAjects were 116 prospective elementary school teachers, with
81% being women. There were four treatment groups: (1) Min-M, minimum
guidance with manipulatives, (2) Min-S, minimum guidance with symbols
only and no manipulatives, (3) Max-M, maximum gpidance with manipula-
tives, (4) Max-S, maximum guidance with symbols y. All subjects
learned the same information, namely how to add andpsubtract in base
four and base five under one of these four treatments. The manipula-
tives were multi-base arithmetic blocks. Four dependeiit measures for
each subject were taken following learning.: (1) QS-Posttest: addition,
subtraction, muitiplication and division problems in base three, in
which the subject was'not allowed to use the blocks; (2) QM-Posttest:
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addition, subtraction, multiplication and'division problems in base six;
in which subjects were taught how and, encouraged. to use the blocks; .

(3) QS-Retention: 'same as above given four weeks later; (4) QM-Retention,

same as above given four weeks later. The aptitude 'testwas a version
of the-Hidden Figures Test (HFT) and a pretest was also given that tested.
for general knowledge about non-base ten number systems;.

4. Findings.

The regression coefficient for each treatment group was determined
by relating score on the Hidden Figures Test (HFT) to adjusted score on
the dependent measure for each of the four dependent measures. For 'QS-'

Posttest, the regression coefficients were .05,-.07, .14,and -.05 for
Min-M, Max-M, Min-S and Max-S, respectively; for QM-Posttest, the corre-
sponding coefficients were .14, .02, .03, and -.23i for QS-Retention,
.12, .03, .22, and -.08; for QM-Retention, .10, .07,'.09, and -.05.
Tests for interactions between amount of guidance and score on the HFT.
were significant for. QM-Posttest (p < .006) and QS-Retention (p <
marginally significant for QS-Posttest (p < .092), aid not significant r

for Q4- Retention (p < .222). The only significant interaction involving
abstractness and score on the HFT occurred:for QM-Posttest (p < .012).

'5. Interpretations

.These results provide clear support for Witkin's hypothesis that
field independent Subjects:ShOuld perform better if they are alloWed to
work independently while field dependent subjects should perform better
if they are given high levels of guidance. There were significant ATIs
for two of the four dependent measures, and the appropriate'trendwas
present in the other two. In general, the performance of . maximum guid-
ance subjects was negatively related to how high they scored in field
,independence while the performance of minimum guidance subjects was
positively related to hoW high they scored in field independence.
Apparently, level of abstraction was not.animportant factor in this
'study. The results have implications for mathematics instruction;
example, the fact that most mathematics textbooks provide high guidance
(and no manipulatives) suggests that they may be less effective-for high
field-independence students.

Critical Commentary.

This study is a case example of how to perform a good ATI study.
The authors shunned the "shotgun" approach of throwing in many possible
aptitude measures and many treatments and seeing what ATIs come out.
Rather they carefully,chose an aptitude (field dependence) and a treat-
ment (amount of-guidance) that were theoretically related to one an-
other and to their task (mathematics). They offered a priori predictions
based on established theories Of cognitive style and discovery. They
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tested the theories in a well-designed, clear study thar'WO-directly
related to mathematics instruction:. Finally, they analyzed and dis-
cussed the nature and importante of the ATIs they obtained.

BeCause the authors have based their work on interesting theories
rather than dealing with ATIS on a putely eMpiticist level, their find-
ings have,general implications for advancing both theory and instruction.
The results are significant because they confiim Cronhath & Snow's
(1977) contention that ATIs exist, arid that they can be uncovered by
careful.theory-based research. Further, the results provide an inde-
pendent line of support fpr the existence of the dimension Of field
'dependency, and pOint to its relation to discovery instruction. The

authors do not provide a detailed discussion of the implications for
mathematics education; however, in general ATIs are interpreted.to mean
that one method of instruction shduld be used for some students while
another method should be used for others. If discovery methods result
inbroad learning, then an alternative strategy would be to provide,
field-dependent learners with the needed tools to succeed at discovery;
for example, thereyis.some suggestion Jai this Study that concrete ma-'
nipulatableobjects'may be an'aid in this case. Recent:work on ATIS in
mathematits by Egan & 0reeno'(1974), involving discovery makes a similar
point. .

There are several additional, minor points that could be improved
;in this. paper. First, the reason for using:ulevels of.. abstraction' is

adequately presented, nor are the predictions clearly justified.
The disCussion of the'results involving thiavariable is alSo weak; .
Second', the. data are, heavily adjusted and analyzed; that is certainly
not:a criticism,.but it would also be usefulfor the reader to see,a
summary of the raw data. In addition to the useful regression tech-
niques, an alternative 1.sto partitioneach.tteatment. grOup into field
independent, field dependent and- neutral (based on HFT scores); then
the average posttest' scores. could be given.for\each of these three sub -.
groups for each treatent'group.

Egan, Dennis and
Acquired in
Cognition.

Reference

Greeno, James ,G. Theory of Rule Induction: Knowledge
Concept. Learning and Problem SolVing. Knowledge and
Potomac, Maryland: Gregg, 1974.
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THE EFFECTS OF 'INSTRUCTION IN SENTENTIAL LOGIC ON SELECTED ABILITIES-0F
SECOND- AND THIRD-GRAPE CHILDREN. McGinty, Robert. Journal ,foi Research
in Mathematics Education, v8 n2, pp88-92, March 1977v

Ohm

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for by Helen,
Adi,'Northern Illinois University.

1. Purpose

"The main purpose of the study was to determine the effect of dif-
ferent type's: of instruction on second- and third-graders.' ability to
derive valid logical concluSions from verbally expressed hypotheses...
The effects of the training were also compared in terms of the subject's
performance on perceptual reasoning and classification tasks."

A.

2. Rationale

The development of logical,reasoning abilities in elementary school.
children is of Concern to mathematics educators. Children of ages 6 to
8 recognize valid logical conclusions derived from verbal premises
961), but fewer children-aFe able to test the logiCal necessity oka.

.rConclusion (O'Brien & Shaprio, 1968). 'FurtherreSearch had also indi-
cated that eleMentary school children performed better on sentent allog-
is when given specific instruction in logic.

How do different instructional treatments in logic compare in erms
of.second- andthirdgraders' performance on three different posites s
of sentential logic, perdeptual reasoning; and plaesificatiop ta§ks? An
attempt to. answer, such a question provided a pragmmatic rationale forsOn4

''ducting the'study. No theoretically-based argument for choosing the spe-
cific instructional treatmente.or the dependent measure variables was pre-,,
sented.

31 Research-Design and Procedure

A sample of 16 classes of seciond7 and third-grade students, eight
at each grade level, was selected for'. the study. Each'clas's consisted

,:of:'approkiiately. 25 Students.
. . .

Four instructional treatments in logic were admiiiistered to'inde-
,pendedtgroups Of students. Two classes of each ,grade level were ran-:.,
domly assigned to each treatment. 40ne control group received no instruc-
tion in sentential logic, while the other three experimental groups re-
ceived instruction in logic using different set's of materials. The.sam,....

operations-of intersection, union,' conjunction, disjunction,: negation,
and rules of inference were introduced in ali three expetimeataltreat-
meats.

(- Sentential logic, perceptual reasoning, and classification defined.
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the-dependent variables. Three posttest scores were obtained for each
measure. -Sentential logic was thedsured by a 30-item test. The items
could be correctly answered with-"yes", "no", or, "maybe ". Percept41
reasoning was measured by a. 30-item test adapted from Raven's 'Colored
Progressive Matrices Test (1959).. Classification was measured 11)i another
30-item test from Raven's Classification Test (1970). .

A repeated measures design was used to analyze the data. Grades and
treatments were fixed factorg, and testtdministrations defined the re-
pegte&meafactor. The class mean was the unit of analysis, Thus,
a total l size of 16 Was equally distributed among eight cells.

4. Findings

(a) For sentential logic,there were significan main
effects (p Al) of grade and.treatment, and:a-

.

.significant interaction effect of-grade x treatment.'

(b) For perCeptual reasoning, there .were significant
main effects,(p < .01) of grade and test adminis-
tration.

.),

.-(c) For classification, there were significant main'
effects (p < .01) of grade,.trtetment; anct test
adthinistpttion7 and a significanO.nteraction,,ef='
feet (p .01) ot grade x text administration,:'

5. Interpretations
0

The interpretations of the,study were:

.(a) "Second and third grade;:children can have some
aucces4cin answering certain-itemafiom sentential
,logic Wen they are exposed to seltcted instructional
materials." !

(b) "Studentsretained the Positive-effCtf/iriStruc-
.,tion over t peribd of tin? ", (three weekg)..7

(c) "PraCtice.on items in sentential logic 4I4-not seem
to increase test spordialthough practiteon
in perceptual realill*and:classi ;ion' did seem'

.to'incresse test scores."'`'

. _

Critical Cojthitentary

Three different ;ItS70a;,of instruction" in sentential loaic''Were

sel9Cted, and their effects on sentential logic, perceptual reasoning,
and classification wereCoMpared. The three "types of instruction"
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used Furth's (1970) logic materials, Dienes. and *Golding's (1966) logic'
materials, and''set theory, to explain the logic operations and principles.
However', no explicit conceptual reason was provided by the author to ex-
plain the selection of these "typts of instruction% Along what varia-
bles did the treatments differ ?. Aft how were-theSe.variables controlled?
Is the fact .that some of these treatments proved to "work outl with young-
er children in previous research a sufficient theoretical reason for con

. ducting another. study.? Did. the author 'intend to,replicate,preyious stud
its? .

The, study "attetpted(to expand on (sic) previous results by compar-
ing of subjects assigned. to three different treatments

WeedifEerentiposttests" ot,sentential logic,.perceptual.reasoning,
7iirici"Ciassification. First, why were the selected tig,lities of senten-..
tial logic'perceptual reasoning, and classification specifically chosen?
And second, why did the author expect the treatments to havedifferen-
"tied: effects on-these selected abilities? It was left to the readers
proltide possible answers to such questions.

Sentential logic abilitie017i.Otond- and - third - grade' children'

measured by their perforince on 10..1.tem test. where: the itedtscotilskbe,
correctly answered by "its " "no",O "maybe". Fqrformance on
test. does not represent the ability of a person.toreasOn logica3;ly.

of.vaiid conclusions is a differentcapability from generating
tht64conclusiona. 'A test-retest reliability of .69 simply-means that
th4tiudeltsMa; have been consistent in their.responses to some degiee.
Two studeni*,MaToonsistently and correctly, choose a correct "yes" rk-
sponse for;:diffeient logical justifications, Such a:hypothesis is con-
firmed by regent research on intellectuaIdey4lopment.

*
The design of the study called for analyses of vari nee with a, re-

peated measures design. ,Classes were randomly assigned. to treatments,
and thus-441's means 'were correctly. Considered as the units pf analysis.
However, thISreduCed the sample size to 16, with n = 2 in each cell.
The appliqation of appropriate non-parametric tests may have, been more

,

What is the4contribution of the present work is -616 ;Jody of .knOw--
ledge on the teaching' and developmeRt.,of logic in youni children? Alt
though the findings-were not qualitaiively:different from previous re-
sults in the literature; this study may be CZnsidered by some as another
confirming evidenctrthat teaching sentential Logic to second graders is
possible, ail efietive in terms of such selected abilities of children
as'classification.'.: Don't 4t expect our first graders to solve multiple
classification tasks correctly? 1,4we also have to teach our first.-
graders sentential logic?
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"
:'r.8BitELATONSHIP.BEDiEENITHEMATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE OF,EUCLIDEAN

11NISFA1011,00AND THE SPONTANEOUSLY-DEVELOPED COGNITiyE-STRUCTURES

YOUNG CRT. Moyer, john C.- Journal'fbr Rebearch-in Mathematics
B.ducatl.onyl n2, pp83-92,'March 1978.

BkpandedAbStract and Anlysis Prepared Especially fOr by Jane
SWaffOrd,liorthern Michigan-University.

The:StUdy.Sought to assess the compatibility of the tathematical....
0

.

StrUo gre of:.Eue1:idean transformation concepts and the '.'spontaneously;
'civelopee.cognitiveructures-of,Childrewages 4 to 8. More specif-
.:icalIy; the stnely*de4Sed_three questionii

,

Ii

b)

AreChildregnderstanding of trivisigions;re-
fleCtione';:ancUrntitions dependent &vibe presende
of'-e4plicit'fphySical motions?

,,..

Are reflections ,easier for children.;than...tansla_ ..-
, . . '.tions and;tptations?-

. _ .

c) Do Children Pingress ftom using the topological
relation of,"surroupded 1)57 red" to using relative-
ly more colplek projective and Euclidean relationsl

Rationale

,8iniOnstructional_programs are,
strCture. of a concept, a delineation
tiVeand:*athematical structures, would

commonly based on the'.1ria0e*414I
of the relationship betWeen,cOgni

p:) have profound.itplications'
forrhe'development of effective curricula. -;.

Because isometries:are also hOmeomorphisms and translations and .

rotation are compositions' of refli6rions tOpolOgical relations and re-
.

'flection be considered as.m theinatioally primitive.. AlfhoUgh
I. Piaget 1714.6:0serVd that topolo cal concepts develop first cogn4ively;
Oreviousr.eSearch has fdund tha translation is easiestHfor children.'
Further:.;-, slation is, math matically4tatic nneH.tn-one porresPond-

'1iince ;:gnitively children may need fijee.mo464;..
'k

..

kl,
.::,,

Research Design and Procedure
. ;,-

,,Twenty-four children:gelected randomly from eachOf grades pre -.
school through third (Total-.120) were rested. The testing:materials--
consi ed:nf, pairs of transparent plastic circles. Inone set, the -

circ s were half red and half clear with a black diameter. Another set
learexcept for a bli0c diameter: with a thicker talf-diameter

.
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Figure' . Position of the dirdieS.for the nine tasks..

'/
<See Fiture 1.) Nine tlisks were presented to The tasks

.

correspond to the three Euclidean transformations. under eich'of7thre
cpnditions: red 'circles faith motion clear circles, -Rith motion
(RC and, .red circles. without'mOtion (RR). Within_ rade levels, - children,

were raodomly.assignedto,different'task Sequences. Instructions for
Imelytask were ptesented by cassette tape and eatpho

.

;In each task, tangent circies-wete-placed befote the .child.. In the
potion tasks., the'appropriate transformation was demoilstrated by the ex=
perimenter.- The child .1.*SaskedtO draw a dot on the right-hand circleto correspondtb theotie made by the experimenter on'thes-left-hand circle.
In taskS withOut mstibLnbmOtion was demonstrated nor Nasany. Motion
Made on, tape:"

;.

Findings

ChildreA were

. .
scored.on each of the nine tasks as follows:

0 = Dot .in wrong half
. .

1 = Dot'in correct haliv wrong:quadrant
2 = Dot in correct quadrant, Outsideof
53= Dot within_tbXerancejimits
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Relative performance on pa of tasks were compared. Sub ,acts were

classified as dotikg,poPrSr;the same, or better on. one tasthan another.
In most cases, grade fevelsWeretothbined. Chi-Square statistics for lx5'
contingency tables, were usedapalyze the independence of. these thred
classifications of students (pOiirrer:; saie; better) and the variable of
interest. -

.,

Comparisons of the RM'and RR tas s for each of the 'three trans-
formations indicate that only for rotations.is performance dependent on
explicit.demonstration of the motion. Comparisons of pairs of trans-.
formations under each of the conditions RM, RM and RM indicate"rhat ^,

translations are no more difficult than reflections while rotations are.,
the most difficult. Comparisons of RM and RM tasks for eachof the transk
formationsindicate that the effect of being surrounded by red doe's not
decrease with age.

Examination of the, distribution of the'.,060retbygrade level shows
the frequency of higher scores increasing wiffi'gradejevel; indicating
the use of more complex projective and 'Euct'idean relations with age.

1 '

It was noted also that grade level was related,to performance but
Q was'not, although no data were cited.

5. Interpretations

With warniirigs that these resi4tashould be interpreted cautiously,
the author concluded that mathematical and cognitive structures d&mot
always agree. In some .cases, mathematically primitiVenotions (topo-
logical relations) precede more complex ones. In other cases, children
are no more successful with mathematically primitive notions (reflec7
tiOns) than more complex ones (translations). Hence, programs based on
mathematical structures can only be considered as a starting point for
curr14W0development. The authoi suggested thaturther research.
migWindie.ate that the emphasis on motions is misplaced Furthermore,
aiiidrWmiintnot claSO.fy transfo mations into 010 mathe-

^
..*AfCal-Oategories. ,

itCritical Commentary'
r,

The study was carefully designed and'executed. Whether it rep-
resents more than an exercise in research methodology is debatable.
Both its theoretical rationale, and interpretati4ns'are suspect.

Theoretically, there is a sense inhich both topological rela-
tions and reflections may be considerprimitive. There is also a
sense in which theymay be considered more sophisticated. Furthermore,

the assumption that curriculum is often built pn primitive mathematical
structures can be challenged with counterexamples. In addition, since
controls were not exercised on the learning. environment and since grade'
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levels' were combined in most Cas0..',1:neitEheil'the "spontaneity" nor develop-

ment" of the cognitive prOCesseS7Ws;'In reality investigated.

.

Dtscounting the rationale, the study can still be viewed
as a very:careful, but reitricted, investigation of children's understand-
ing ofEUclidean transformations. At the level of the threespeCific
qUestiOns'raised;.,the study is of some interest. However, whatever its
;technical merits,thiS study-cannot be construed to have-enlightened the
UnderStanding:-Of'thetelationship between mathematical and cognitive
'etructuresnot.O. have any serious implication- for-curriculum development.

It should :be noted that the two Circles used in each task were tan-
gent. The flip task appears to be asingle figure with line symmetry.
The slide,task.did not have far to slide. Under these circumstances,
even the hint that the current curriculum "emphasis on the motion aspect
of motion geometry should be made advisedly" seems presUmptuous. Also,,

it should be no surprise that the flip was at best only slightly harder
than the slide. In fact, results of the RM tasks would' suggest that
only with red cues were the slide and flip task comparable.

Finally, the expected values for each cell in the lx3 contingency
tables were calculated on the assumption that each is equally likely.
But if each score (0,1,2,3,) is equally likely, then for any individual-

12
P (task A score task B score) = P

16
< B) = while P (task A score =

B score) = 4 . This correction does not modify the significance of the

Chi squares: However, it-does affect the interpretation' of the sources(s)
of the significance. Consequently, even the interpretations.of the more
restrictive study must be made with caution.



THE DIFFERENCE IN LEVEL OF ANXIETY IN UNDERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS AND NON-
MATHEMATICS MAJORS. Ohlson, E. LaMonte; Mein, Lillian. Journal for

Research in Mathematics Education, v8 nl, pp48-56, January 1977.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis PreparedEspecially for I.M.E. by Marilyn,
N. Suydam, The Ohio State University.

1. Purpose

The study attempts "to determine whether a difference existed in
the degree of anxiety, possessed by undergraduate mathematics majors, as

. compared to undergraduate nonmathematics majors. A secondary purpose .

was to investigate the extent to which difference in sex influences the
degree of anxiety" of these two groups.

2. Rationale

Previous studies dealing with anxiety have explored the need to
recognize the existence of anxiety in the classroom, anxiety in rela-
tion'to testing conditions, the effect of anxiety and other emotional
factors on learning, and the relationship of anxiety to motivational
clues. "Although researchers seem to be in agreement that anxiety dOes
affect. learning, there is a lack of agreement among researchers as to
the etiology of anxiety. Some studies have gone as far as to explore
the possible effects of anxiety on such nonbehavioral phenomena as
college grade point averages, intelligence, and task complexity." But

"there is a.lack of research relating anxiety level to various aca-
demic disciplines, particularly mathematics: Those studies dealing
with mathematics have been mainly concerned with attitudes. The
present study, therefore," was conducted for the purposes stated
above,

3. Research Design and Procedure-

The population consisted of the 11,000 undergraduate students
enrolled. spring quarter 1973 at the University of Northern Colorado.,
From this population, 124 nonmathematics majors (80 female, 44 male)
and 67 'mathematics majors (34 female, 33 male) were chosen randomly.
"Both groups were comparable in terms of 'major' requirements; because
a regression model was used .to analyze the data, the proportionality
assumpt14 did not have, to be met. Therefore, maintaining an equal
number of students at each academic level, major,'T.br sex was not

necessary."

Anxiety, achievement, and aptitude were used as predictors "since
the literature indicated that a relationship exists" between them. Sex
was used as a'predictor "since the literature review indicated both
sexes need to be used in anxiety studies." The predictor variables'
lollow.
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111b

anxiety score from A.-State subscale of STAI

X
2

anxiety score from A -Trait subscale of STAI ,

3
mathematics major (1 means yes, 0 Means no)

X4 , academic level (1 means freshman; 2, sophomore; etc,)

5
sex (1 means female, 0 means male)

X
6

GPA from winter quarter 1973 (if student teaching that
quarter, fall quarter 1972 was used)

7
cumulative GPA

Xs. ACT. mathematics standard score

X9 ACT composite standard score

X
10

classroom membership (1 means a student was in a mathe-
matids class, 0 means a student was not in a
mathematics class)

11
X3 x X

4

Both subscales (A-State, A-Trait) of the State...Trait Anxiety
Inventory (STAI) were administered to each S in "a classroom atmosphere,"
Ward's multiple linear regression model was used to determine the con,
tribUtion. of sets of the eleven predictor variables to the variability
of.the Criterion, A-State anxiety. .Factor analysis (principal axis
method, then varimax) was used to determine, the groupings' of the
predictors. Finally,.Restricted:Models (the Full Model minus one
factor) were each tested against the Full Model, to. determine the
unique contribution of each factor to the system. "A large drop in
RSQ would indicate that the variables in the RM were making _a unique
contribution to the predictive efficiency of the criterion, A-State
anxiety. A small or 'zero drop Would indicate that the set is not
adding anything independently of the other'variables. If the.drop is
not significant, then further testing of subsets of those variables
is unnecessary. ThiS is one reason fOr the hierarchical grouping."

4. Findings

Five factors were determined:

(a) Mathematics variables: mathematics major (3), class member-
ship (10), mathematics major x academic level (11)

(b) Achievement variables: sex, (5), GPA last quarter (6),
cumulative CPA (7)

(c) Aptitude variables: ACT mathematics (8), ACT composite (9)

(d) General anxiety variable: A-Trait score (2)

(e) Academic level (4)
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InterCorrelatiOns were' provided in.Table 3, varimax rotation loadings
are in Table 4, anc4'froM Tables 2 and 4, .the predictor loadings on

factors were presentedin Table 5. Igble 6 shows the "schematic for
regression models"; the RSQ for the Full Model (FM) compared with the
criterion (A-State score) was ,4692.. Results of testing each factor
were:

. FM minus Factor .1 .4575

FM minus Factor 2 .4640

FM minus Factor 3 ,4677.

FM minus Factor 4 .0567 - significant dropja drop of .05
is considered significant)

FMminus Factor 5 .4688

5. Interpretations

"The resulting statistical analysis led the investigators to con-

clude that: -

(a)' mathematics majors are not more anxious than nonmathematics
majors as measured by the STAI - -

(b) anxiety levels of mathematics:, majors did not increase as
theiracademic level inCreaSed, from the freshman class

through the senior level,'

(c) being in..' mathematiciassroom created no more anxiety than
being ia-a:nonmathemailca classroom

) the-fiek,2.0UrrentZPA, and.c,Umulative,GPA.variables:did not
conti4Ote to:riieprediciiOni>f A -State anxiety

generalanxeety.Scores',(ATrait) can be used to predict
specifiC anxiety scores.(A-State)."

In discussing these various conclusions the authois state:

(a) "Perhaps the fact that a student is a mathematics major
'implies that he hai had some success in- the area.,and, there-
fore, felt no more anxious in a mathematics class than in
any other class, . . But what about the anxiety level of

nonmathematics majors in mathematics classes? . . . there
appeared to be no difference,in anxiety levels for different
classroom situations. . . . Another explanation might be that
stressful conditions are necessary to produce significant
anxiety levels in' mathematics majors. . . . Without evalua-
tion, one classroom situation may be just like any other
classroom,atmosphere and, therefore, no measurable difference
in the anxiety levels of students exist. Before we can really
conclude that mathematics does not create anxiety in students,
we need to explore these other possible suggestions."
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(b) "Perhaps for sex differences to be noted in an anxiety study,
there must be'imposed threat of some kind . . . involving pain
and physical danger."

(c) "One explanation for finding that GPAs of students are appar-
ently independent of their anxiety levels might be (that)
'perhaps for attitudes to interact with achievement they have
to'be extreme, and extreme attitudes . . may be rarer than'
is. commonly thought'."

(d) . the students are quite successful in their achievement.
Thit could imply that Auccessful students arenonanxioUs
students. . . . Evidently these students have enough confi-
dence'to do well regardless of their'anxiety

The authors summarize the report by. querying whetherAislike, fear,
or anxiety are directed: toward mathematics or tUward'the classroom atmos
phere., Of the varia11es tested, only general anxiety had any significant
predictive efficiency. More research is needed.

Critical Commentary

This report bight be titled', "The Report'That Leaves One Wondering,
If Not. Anxious." It leaves one wondering what the words mean, what the
purpose was, what might be missing, and how .it came to be accepted by
reviewers for publication in a reputable journal. 'One even suspects a
hoax. Thiee,other reviewers refused to review the report. One said!

"I tried to abstract the article. However, it is. so
poorly written,-designed, and thought through, I have
decided it is not Worth my time to review orI.M.E.'s share. .

to-include. It is research gobbledy-gook at.its worst. How
did it get in JRME?"

Another' reviewer said:

"I have to agree (with the two previous reviewers)--this
may be the most confused article I have seen in JRME. It is
pure gobbledegook! I do not see how it survived review!"

There were moments when I wondered whether the principle that al rti-
cles could be reviewed for I.M.E. was really valid!

The review of previous literature may be the clearest portion of
the report. The authors cite studies by psychologists, but are unaware
of any previous research on anxiety in mathematics.(although they do
cite a study later). They noted Aiken's review on attitudes, but
apparently failed to locate Aiken (1970)-or Aiken (1976).

When one discards unwarranted jargon, reorganizes paragraphs', and
,ignores nonsensical statements (or, at least, statements which do not
seem to fit intethe context), one finally realizes that this is a
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study of general anxiety, not anxiety toward Mathematics. The sample
Consists of mathematics majors and nonmathematice majors who are either
-faking or not taking a mathematics course. The same sample could haye.
been divided into4nglish majors and non-English majors who are either
taking or not taking an English course- -or a mathedatics course. But
knowing that doesn't resolve some of the questions that occur about the
sample, such as why they selected a sample with such a disparity in the

. number:of males'and females in the two groups (the nonmathematics groups
is'predominantly female), or whyttiere was a disparity in the size:of
the two groups in fhe first plaCe,.(the nonmathematics group'is almost
twice as large as the mathematics '.group). One suspects that, after
randomly selecting the sample, they'looked to see what they had, but
this is not stated. -

JI

r" The STAI was administered in "a classroom atmosphere." What
4.1400toom? Under what conditions? Were those taking mathematics in

a mapiematics clasaroom? It would seem imperative to know the condi-
tions under whiCh'an anxiety measure was administered. "Classroom
atmosphere" conveys virtually nothing:.

One really wonders if two articles beCaMe mixed up--pages 50-52,
explaining the factor analysis and regreision analysis, seem to come
from another manuscript. The authors test for anxiety, report a

.lactor analysis and perform some subtractions of variable effects,
and conclude that 'one group of subjects differs' from another; :How

;,they made the leap is totally:unclear. No analysis is reported of
-dat,acomparing mathematiCs andnonMathematics majors;.there is

.:'.1.nsufficient information given tei4Ade the reader to make the leap
Many things are ppssible with regression.analysis-'-but) readers are
rightfully very wary of believing that regression resolves all
questions.

%

Credibility is further weakened by the discussion, where some of
the statements seemto be plain nonsense. They have assembled a..
random collection of quotations about programmed materials without

, teacher threat, evaluation,and.ao on, and combined them with their
own biases. Moreover, the researchers Confuse anxiety and attitudes
in the discussion: they seem unaware that the two constructs differ--
and,that. the.STAI was not assessing attitudes per se,

Given the exPlanation in the repOrt, their ,Conclusiond Onnot be
accepted: the researchers failed to communicate. Anxiety'abo40,
mathematics will not go away by saying that ther4-is no anxiety,
present.
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INTERACTIVE EFFECTS OF PRIOR MATHEMATICS PREPARATION AND LEVEL OF INSTRUC-
TIONAL SUPPORT IN COLLEGE CALCULUS. Pascarella, Ernest T. American '

Educational Research Journal,'1115 n2,.pp275-285, Spring 1978. (a)

STUDENT MOTIVATION AS A DIFFERENTIAL PREDICTOR OF COURSE OUTCOMES IN
PERSONALIZED SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION AND. CONVENTIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL

METHODS. Pascarella, Ernest T. Journal of Educational Research, v71 nl,

pp21-62 January 1977. (b)

INTERACTION OF MOTIVATION, MATHEMATICS PREPARATION, AND INSTRUCTIONAL
METHOD IN A PSI AND CONVENTIONALLY TAUGHT. CALCULUS COURSE. Pascarella,

Ernest T. Audio Visual Communication Review,,v25 nl, pp25-41. (c) .

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for"I.M.E. by James W.
Wilson, University of Georgia.

1. Purpose '

The purpose i all three studies was to compare Personalized System
of Instruction (PSI) and conventional (lecture) instruction in an intro-
ductory calculus course, and to search for interactions of method with
prior mathematics preparation and/or motivation.

The PSI is a highly structured, self-Paced program in this Syraduse
University calculus course. It was hypothesized that students with rela-
tively low mathematical' preparation would achieve better with the high
instructional support condition of PSI than with the low instructional
support lecture condition whereas highly prepared mathematics students
would achieve equally well under.the'two instructional conditions.
.Similarly the self7posed PSI should benefit the highly motivated student
over the less motivated, whereas the lecture would not.

3. Research Design and Procedure
A

three4tUdies used students from the first calculus course of a
four7cburae sequence at Syracuse University. In study (a) there were 60
PSI students and 188 lecture students; studies (b) and (c) each used 47
PSI students and 47 lecture students randomly selected from the respec-
tive groups.

A pre-post non-equivalent control group design was used in each
study and the same set of variables was measured:It. a mathematics place-
ment examination to measure previous mathematics preparation, the Stern
Activities Index personality inventory (including a measure of motiva-
tion), and a 132-point, eight-question end-OT- semester examination.
Study (b) also reported an attitude measurenr an additional dependent
variable.
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Studies (a) and (b) were analyzed using multiple regression aDall'f-
siststgdy(c).was analyzed with a 3 (levels of mathematics preparation).
X 3;!(levels of. motivation) X 2 (instructional treatments) factorial
design using a least squares analysis of variance. Regions of non-
significance were determined in (a) and (b) by the JohnSon-NeYman tech-
nique.

4. Findings

An interaction of
found in (a) and (c).
.went at about the same
preparation.

level of preparation. and instructional method was
In each case the' PSI' instruction produced achieve -
.level for low, medium, or high .prior mathematics

An interaction of level of motivation and instructional motivation
was lound in (b) and (c). Students with high motivation in PSI instruc-
tion tended to perform better than those with low motivation level.
Under the lecture condition, motivation level was unrelated to achieve-
ment. A similar interaction was found for ihe attitude measure in (b).

There was a main effect for instructional method in all three
studies with the PSI method leading to higher achievement,

5. Interpretations.

The higher-performance with PSI methods should be interpreted in
light of the interaction effects. That is, students who benefit most
from the PSI instruction may have certain aptitudes (relatively low
prior mathematics preparation) or traits'(high motivation).

Critical Commentary

These studies are technically well-done and carefully reported.
The author Is very cautious in discussing theresults and candidly
remarks on the limitations of the design. For example, thenon-
experimental'design is a serious_weakness, .1b.ut it. was dictated by the
available instructional setting and.the author provides information'
directed to the sources of.invalidity of such a design.

The reports failed to present any analysis of the range of content,
covered under either treatment. The PSI students were self-paced and
could have covered more material than the lecture group. Some analysis
Of the coverage of material in the treatments and in the eight-question
132-point examination ia essential for understanding the results.

None of these articles indicates a date for the study, The mathe-
matics placement examination was available in 1972 and all three studies
were reported by early 1977 (study (a) was presented .at the 1977 AERA
Annual Meeting). There is no reference to the other two studies in any
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of the reports. Hence, what we have is not a prbgram of studies, one
building on the other, nor replications, but rather the same study'
repeated, or reported, three times.

Finallyethe problem is interest primarilir':;,the understand-
ing and evalutifion of the particular applicatiopOOSI46 caltulds
instruction at Syracuse:. The results may'not g06:414A-:,,i0 other '

applications of PSI and to othecontrasts
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17EAGHERS', PRINCIPALS', AOD,UNIVERSITY FACULTIES' VIEWOOF MATHEMAWS
LEARNING AND INSTRUCTWASMEASURED BY A MATHEMATICS TENTORY. Past,
Thomas R.; Ward, William,H, Jr.; Willson, Victor L. Journal for-Research
in Mathematics EdUcatiOn

9
v8 n5, pp332-344, November 1977.

/IIII,. ,.... v t
. A.'

I

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Marilyn
J. Zweng, Unifiersity of Iowa.

Purpose

The intent 6Lthis study was tolatermine if mathematics teacherd,'
secondary.'achool principals;' and:Anlversity mithematics7edticators.bave
the sam'03r dissimilar views abotit methodS of teachia0nathethatICSBAls
of thathethatics instruction, and other educational issues specific to mathe-
matkp learning and teaching. The attitudes of all..three groups were
,a8seSSed by the same 30-item questionnaire.

. Rationale, -

In a prior examination of the data:-for teachers and principals ,(the
same data

,

titilsized in this study exclusive of theata from uttivtWrsi'-
educators),h0.0 items of the questionnaire had been sorted into seven
factor gt f.(11exibilit,,(2) Mathematics as a Processi3) Teacher Con-
cernAr Student, (4)'SWational Satisfaction, (5) NOnriiidpractices,
.(6) Attitude Toward Teaching, and (7) Higher Order Concerns. The analy
ses suggested principal-teacher differences.fot two of*the factors, Teach-
er Concern for Student and Higher Order Concerns. Because university
mathematics educators area poPulationyhose attitudes toward mathematics
instruction are also of interest,theoriginalintent of this study. was
to sample their responses_ to the sate. qUestioAnaire and compare. their
attitudes with respect to the. seven factors to t'hos5,:, the other two
groups. It, was not possible to sort the items intotla seven subsets
when the university:.aducators'responses were incorporated in the data,
so overall and item 4by-4tem comparisons only were exami\ed.

3. Research Design and Procedure

The Questionnaire. Principals (p), mathematics teachers (t), and
college and university 'level mathematics eduCators (u) were asked to re-
sponclto the same 30-item inventory entitled, "The'Mathematics Inventory
for Teacher (MIT)." (The inventory is included as an appendix to the
journal article) Each item of thejnventori, is a statemeCte4bout some
aspect of mathematics teaching, the'rtaturapf mathematicsigoals of
mathematics instruction, or some other professional attitude For ex--
ample, in Item 1 the subject is asked to react tq, the-statement, "The
`field of pathematida consists:primarily'of procedures and formulas which

'are'use n.many occupatio0s4nd in everyday experiences." Item 10 states
"I re044xly (at least once-aWeek) inform my'students.of'the learning
progreda'they are making by giving'assignbents, quizzes,or"tests." A
four-point.scaleas provided for response to each item: (1) strongly
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. ' . p :'
'41gree, (2) agret,,i0) disagree, (4) strongly disagree. University educe-
'tort; and principals were asked to respond;,to thOifTas you would expect

;the ideal' mat. mativa ,teacher to alli0:09. ,items..'"
: : ....&:. ,,....., :.,::, .,,:..e ,,,

The Sample. Complete 14Tdat..ti:2.07.ailable from 160 principals,
199 teachers,.and 117 Oileand:UniVerSiti'lleVel mathematiCkeducators.

..,The seCondaty;SchoOl prix4Pais;,Wererandomly-selected fromCaIifornia,
iiichiganandindiana. '1.0,,..1.222..principale.F.erea4edto-PattiCipate.
These4i:incipals:were then:Aakqd.t0.Select_randotly ontathetaticS teach-
er frlpheir ficalty 1.qtYth-Otudy: ;A::rOta. of 200 university level
mathetariCsoeducators wererandoily:selectea,by geographic region,- from
the mailing list of the NCTa Bulletin for Leaders. Since most,teachers
and principals occurred in'theAala as matched pairs, the teacher And
principal responses could'norbe,a0sumed.to be independent. HoweVer,
very. lOw'correlatiOns werefOuncyro*exist between ther4zo grOUps7response
for almost all of the 30 irems,so it wasfelt thatta0ers and princi-
pals could be treated as if they were,.independentirOpS.

,1

4. 'Findings

Multivariareanalyss of variance prOcedures,Were used to test: -14a1-:
lty of .the meanatoneqe:three7grOupS overall fOrrhe(30,'itetsOld
eachpairwise contrast u, t - u). :DiffeiOnCeSere,,f..Ondt0
:exist overall and'between:each:0 the three pairawiWp-0/7141',eaCh
instance.: An item-bY7item analysis revealed'thatAdifferenCebettieen--
principals' and teachera''meanaeXisted.for 10 out.:OCthe'.30itets,'. a
difference between principals' aiid'uniVersity edu4toriattitudess-:0C.
.ctirred for 23 iteta,and the differences between the.teatiadi teacher
and' university educators'Seores.were.Significant for 1%-6.f.:;the30 items
There .was "agreement" among the three groups on only five items:.

. .

, ...:..:
. ... ., ......,.

IlitgrOtitiftions' \
.

.

,
. \:.., r,.,,. 2

..,
.:;-The:Analyses of the data revealiClarge-Scale discrepancies among

theAhree .groups. The greatest'dlyergence in atrItudes,About.tathematiCs.
instfittion occurred between.princ4alaand university iducatOrs. Second,,:
in_orar was/the difference in attitude betWeen mathematics teachers and

suniversity educators,- The smallest.. discrepancy was between.teathers and
principals, but these twolroupaneVertheless, exhibited differences of
opinions.on one -third of the items. An extensive discussion ofrhese

.

differences and Possible explanations are'provided in the article.

,

Critical Commentary.

The results of this study are certainly not surprising. They merely
substantiate the widespread helief that "ivory tower" university edilca'7..
rors,hOldidealistic views which are far-removed fromthe real world of
the classroom.. Since the results' agree with coTmanWheldassumptions,
this would probably have, been the sum and substanCe ofthiS abstractor's



ve
cOmMents-- ifthe study had been reported as mostare--.141thstables. of F-
ratioa,t-ratioa, and,correlations, but nOraw.data.'jlowevertf)e au-
'thora; most commendaby, included an appendix which containedall 30 items,
on.the inventory and the mean scoresOr each of,the three groups:for eacti.

a wealth arinfortation, and a tremeOdbUaliemPtationfor;One'wht '

views "playing with data" as a leieure7time

It appears to the,abstrattorthattheVariable'whickthe investiga--1
tars studied'waa intensity:of attitude:' of the mean scores
(the focOp:of the analysii ); indicateg.hether group agreed slightly or
atrong1T.disagreed 'slightly .or strongly with.a4osition. An-examine.7:
tionof the data from another perspective stiggested,thatit Mightbe
tereeting,tolook, instead, at priorittes of attitudes; Fbr example, the.
reeearChers ! analYaisof the meahscorea for Item 8. (prinCipals-'-71.35,..

,eachers -- 1.38 andUniVeriitY educataria--1.17)showed a significant
4#feTepee between university eduCatOTS and'eachof:the.:.other two groups ;

item,;:buteallthree groups gaye Iterd8.theirjOweat score (thus
:agreed most strongly with ranking; each group
had plicWthis,iteMjn'identically the aameiNathon.Could it be that
Prioii0e$ are the same for all three groupa,AiO'OnOtr04P'sfipply takes
A'stTongerpOsition? To answer thia'queatiOn, the 3Q Atethavere:Tank
.ordered frOMitiost.attb4lx:agree"to"mostilTbAg1t1410agTee" .foY' all
three groupetktheteaUl.eaahoWnjnTable 1. 101.e-1 lends support
to the contentionthatChethTee'grO4pa-yiTted4u4he'atrengthqf t

&
.their;

responses.. The first'ObServatiOn is thatthTai4e;Of-,Scor'ea fOr thathern-
miticsedutators (1.17 to 3.48) is considerably,greater,than the range.
of scores for: otherther two groups. The'neutral:point; which.:102.5.114 :

the MIT'svfpur,-point scale; islarbo of.intereat:':: Examininf-the interYil
'(2,..25,275).:lit can be observedihatfor_principals, there are stx:MIT °

'IteMa having means scores in,thierange; for teachers, eight'items had
meiit-scores in the range; but for mathematics.. ducatora, Onlytwo:4!tems
haVe mean 'stores between -2.25 and:*2,35.. T4eiber these obserVatione
tend to suggest that

teacher
edUtitora. take' a mote Polarieckpb.6itios:::

140#.1irincipals. and teaCher, 'but .they,cWnOtjUt-teSairilmplyffiavUni4
VeTiftyeducatora have different priorities;

- .

In order o answer thequestionabout prioritliea.qf the three .,.
*40.:.daYelqbedjn Oiththe rankingog. each,i,t* for

.each of thelthreegtOUPa is'displayed Tied ranks t./ere assigned the'!::
average:yank whioir.thtwo scores occupied, As'istOnyentional
SpeArmaes Coefficient of Rank Correlation, p.,.was taMputed.for,eiCit:paii
of comparisons; The coefficient Of.correlatfOnHbetween,OePtincipals',.
and teachers'Hattitudea'is,.,9.6;. between: prinCipila.an&udiVerafiyeduca7-.
tors, r9l, and.. between teachers'anduniversityedu0Stora,,,.91. -These
05ifficienta:aresO close to 1 that no further analysis aa4arAied tut.
It appears safe to'saythat teacherspt'inciOala, and university edOca-
tors hive theaame prioTifies 'With'req0ett "attituOes-ana beliefs about

.mathematics. instruction.

WhoM should the reader believe; theTeseatchere or theabetrattor?
It all depends. If. you feelthat thevalUe of the:scorea,that isk, the
Antenaity: of "feelingYiefle:.t*OzTabout thethree:groUPaiews o



.mathematics instruction, then the researchers' ConcluSiOn thsethe'411ree.
grodps.biNig widely differirig'views'shou4 be upheld, If on the other'hand
you.helieve, that the ranking of the scores, that is, thelpriorities of the
thrOe groups,, is the more valid indicator of their views Of.instfUction,
then the abstractor's conclusiOn is the ofte to which you,will'substribe.

Tdblal

Rank Ordering of 30 MITItema,'

e
.

Rank

0
1. 8 1.35 8 1;38 "'.'8 ; 1.17
2. '22 Pa.:- 1.38 22 '1.40 11, 1.24......
3. -5 1.44 4 1.4t - 4 1.36
4. 2 1:46., 2 1.47 . 5 .1.37
5. . 11 1.49 5 1.48 /2 1.44
6.; 30 1.57 11 1,50 28 1.48
7. '4 1:61 28 1.60 19 . 1.50
8.. 28 1.64, 19 1.65. 13 ' 1.51
9. 16 '1.67 10 1.65 . 21 1.520

10. 12 1.71 13 1.66 . 2 ,1.80
.

11. - 19 1.74 12 1.76 IE. 1.83
12. -13 , - 1,75 16 1.77 '. 30 1,83
13. 10 '.1.78 \

21. 1.86 12. 1.93
14. 21 2.05- .30 1.87 -r

10 - 1.97
15. 1 2,20 1. 2.39 29 , =2.69
16.", 24 .2.36 . 24 2.41 "6; i 2.74
17. 29 4,41102:45,- .6 2..42 23 2.78
18. 6 2.49 1. 17 2:49 .15 2.84
19. 17 2.52 s 15 2.50 24 -. '2.88'
20. 23 '2.56. ,\29. 2.57. 25 2.91
21., 15 2.73 25 2.69: 17 2.97
22._ 3 2.76.. 23 2.71 -_--- 1 3,06

'23. 26,, 2.86 27 2.93 3 3.16
24. 9 t88 , 3 2:99 27 '3;21'
25. 25

#'
12,89 26 3.01 , 7 3.32

26. 14 2.97 9 3.15 18 3.34
27: 27 2.99 :18 3.18 20 3.35
28. 3.8 3.14 14 3.21 4 3.46
29. 3.23', 7 3.32 14 3,48

'30. 20 3.35 . 20 . 3.42 26 3.48.

.',
. PniVerS1

Principal 'Teacher.It
Educato t

,.

Item can ,'Item Mean - Itew.Men
..

Number Score Number'Score Number Score
....



Table 2.

Differences Between Rankings of 30 MIT Items

Ttell Principals' teachers'
University

Number .Ranking Ranking
6

ERadunkincators' r r r -
p t p

'

r- r (r r )
2 r rpu pu ,tu 2

1.

2.

3.

4,

5:

6.

7,

S.

9.

10..

11.

X12.

13.

14.

.15.

16.

17.

18.

20.

'21.

22.

23.

24.

25'.

26.

27.

28.

29...

30.

15

4

22

7

3

t 18

29

1

24,

'13

5'

10

12

26

'k21

9

19

28

30

14

2

20

16

25

23

27

8

.6

0

15

4

24'

5

17

29'

1

26

0.5

6

11

10

28

19

12

18

27

8.:5

30

13

'2

22

16

21

25

23

7

20

14

10

23,

4

1b.

25

1 ,

28

14,

2

13

8

.295
18

11.5

21

26

0

-2

4

1 \
0

. 0

-2

4.5

-1

-1

2

-2

2

-3

1

1
,

7

27

9

5

17

19

20

29.5

24

6

15

11.5

.81 4

0

4

16

1

0

4

20,25

1(
1

4

4

4 3

9 -2.5

1 -2
1

2 I.

2.5 6.25 4

-1

2

'14

0

r4
-1

3

-3

4

-3.5

-6'

a

49

a6

1

16

1

'4

16'

0

-7

-6

0

1

1

4

0

-2

-5.5
9

-2

16 2

12.25 ,-1.5t,

1

0 0

1' 1

0

- 2 4

o 0

4 16

- 2 4

4

1 1

-3 9

-8 64

- 3

3

- 3

5

-6.5

3

2

2

- 5.5

Sums 195.5

0
Sperman's p .96

9 1

.5

4 -3.

4 1

16 1.5

9 .3
25 4

9 -3

5

9 -3

25 1

42,25 -4.5
9 -1.
4 1'

4 5

30.25 2,5

49

36

1

0

1

1.

16

0

30.25

16

4

4

2.25

1

.25

9

1

2.25

9

16

9

25

20.25

1

1

25

6.25

401 ' 300.5

.91 .93
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THE EFFECT OF COMPUTER ION ON THE ACHIEVEMENT AND ATTITUDES OF
NINTH-GRADE MATHEMATICS STUDENTS. Robitaille, David F.; Sherrill, James

Kaufman, David M. Journal for Research in Mathematics'Education,
v8 nl, pp26-32, January 1977.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by Jane
D. Gawronski, San Diego Coutity-Department'of Education.

1. Purpose

This study was conducted to investigate the effect of computer use
on student achievement in and attitude toward secondary school mathe-
matics.

Rationale

Computer-augmented mathematics programs have been proposed as a
way to increase student achievement in mathematics. However, previous
studies have produced conflicting results. Similarly, there is con-
flicting evidence cqncerning the impact of computer use of students'
attitudes toward mathematics.

3. Research Design and Procedure

Three ninth-grade algebra classes in each of two Vancouver, British
Columbia, high schools participated in this evaluation. One school
(School A): participated in a four-month study and the other school
(School B) in a nine-month study. In each school there was a class that
used the computer for the entire evaluation period, a class that used
the computer during the fitst third of the evaluation period, and a
class that did not use the computer at all. The three classes in each
school studied the same content using a "contemporary algebra text."
BASIC was taught to the computer groups and programs on algebraic'topics
were assigned.

The 6.operative School and Ability Test (SCAT.Series II, Form 3A,.
was used as apretest,to measure students' verbal and mathematical abil
sties. The Ideas and Preference Test (Form 9151), developed for-use in
the National Longitudinal Study of Mathematical Ability (NLSMA) was used
to obtain both a pretest and a posttest measure of students' attitudes.
A 25-item posttest was constructed to measure achievement in algebra in
'School A and an 18-iteM posttest was constructed and used in School B.

Students who successfully completed grade-eight mathematics were
selected for five of the six classes. The computer group in School B
consisted- of-students who-had-followed a- computer- augmented mathematics-
program in grade 8.

All classes in School A were taught by the same teacher. In School:
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4,7

+13 the teacher who had taught the computer group in.grade 8.taught both
Classes that used the computer, but another teacher taught the no-com7 ,

puter group. Data were collected on 98 students from School A and 81
students froth School B.

Findings

Data from the two schools were analyzed separately. Analyses of
variance and covariance were used to analyze attitude scores, and step-

,

wise regression analysis was used to analyze achievement, scores. .

DvSchool. A there was significant variation in attitude toward
mathematics, with the computer group having the most ptsitive attitude.
There was also significant variation among the groups on the mathe-
matics achievement posttest, with the computer group scoring the lowest..

In School B there was significant variation on the mathematics
.achievement posttest, with the no-computer group scoring the highest.
There was no significant differencrin attitude toward mathematics.
among the three classes'in School B.

5. Interpretations

The results are not generally supportive of claims made by advocates

el : ,

of compu ugmented mathematics. Significant differences in achieve-
ment d d tiofavor the computer group. Significant differences in
attitude favored the computer group in the shorterLterm evaluation, but
-there was no significant difference'in attitude in the longer-term
evaluation.

Critical Commentary

. This study is technically correct in its attempt to determine
whether use of the computer influences average class performance in
achievement:and attitude in ninth-grade algebra. Efforts were made to
control forelection of students, teacher effect, novelty effect, and
course content. No attempt was made to control for teacher methodology

. and this may have influenced the results. In School B, in particular,
there were two teachers involved in the teaching of the three classes'

More detail, about the nature of the use of the computer would
have been heLpful. Did all students in the computer groupg complete
all assigned programs? Did student achieVement in BASIC and'computer
programming concepts differ? Another factor not described was. ease of l,

access_ta_the,lamputer.. We0.....terminals or stan4=alone!,computer sYstems

available as deeded and waellf-d by the students? What was "turn-around
time-on the student-writte0 programs?' It is critical to know what the
nature of the w:-Chtputer atigentarion'' was to appreciate the results of
a study 'on computer-augmened mathematics.

7to
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In these,computer-augmented algebra claSses, considerable time.must
have been spent on learning and reviewing programming languages and tech-
niquesand correctinvprograms. This was timenot spent on the algebraic
content of the course. Did the computer groupS have less instructional
time on the algebraic content of the course? This could have particular
impact for^the computer group in School A*who'had not had a computer-
augmented 8th grade program.

Programming skills and computer techniques are a discipline of their
own and need to be legrned (and tauaht). for their own sakes. Once students
have:thsse skills, they can be applied where appropriate in a mathematics
course..: It is unfortunate that in thisstudy, the school with thecom-
Putet",4ASs nit had had an eight-grade computer-aUgmented program was
the 'school wie two teachers. This confounding teacher effect makes ,'it
diffiCUlrto'interpret or generalize the results. .

,..,..;.

Itjiliy be that only. particular students with identifiable chardcter-
istidsare the ones who are most motivated and interested in learning
about computer programMing and computer applicationS,An alternative
line of research.might be to identify these students and determine in
what areas or kinds of mathematics, if any,fheyexcel.

The 'studyreflects an. excellent attempt at detecting differences in
"class " performance. However, more clinical studies and studies that
do not detract from time spent, on the mathematics content tasks need to
be conducted to determine if, and for which students, computer augMenta,-
tion of mathematics coursework iseffective.
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MISCONCEPTIONS OF PROBABILITY:. AN EXPERIMENT WITH A SMALL-GROUP, ACTIVITY-
BASED, MODEL-BUILDING APPROACH., 1'0 INTRODUCTORY PROBABILITY AT THE COLLEGE
LEVEL. Shaughnessi, Michael. Educational Studies in Mathematics, v8 n3,
pp295-316, October 1977.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for, I.M.E. by Richard
Crouse, University of Delaware.

1. Purpose

To describe and test an activity-based; model-building course.in
elementary probability and statistics which was taught to small groups
of college students. The investigator wanted to see if this method was
an effective way of teaching elementary probability so that students
would learn to overcome their misconceptions of probability and rely
upon probability theory in making estimates for the likelihood of
events rather than relying upon heuristic principles which may bias
probability estimates.

2. Rationale

Many undergraduate students, prior to and possibly after studying a
'io.ioili4oUrse in probability, have some misconceptions of probability.
,00e misconceptions of probability may be of a mathematical sort, the
result of a person's inexperience, with the mathematical laws of proba-
bility.' It may be possible to clear up theseiviscoriceptions by,
familiarizing a person with concepts of samAa'aee, .counting'Tria0.
ples, et cetera. However, there is considerae el.tidencetb"buggeat
that misconceptions-about probability are somatim&S4f. a 'Psychological'
nature, and that mere exposureo laws of probability may not be suffi-
cient to overcome some of these misconceptions. Kahneman and Tversky
claim that people who are naive about probability use certain heuristic
strategies to solve complex probability problems. However, these authors
claim that the use of heuristics may lead to bias and systematic error
in probability estimates.

Two. specific strategies which Kahneman and Tversky found in their
research'are called the representative heuristic and the availability
heUristic. Accordingto the representative heuristic, people tend to
make decisions about the likelihood of an event based upon how .similar
the event is to the distnibution from which it was drawn. According to
the availability heuristic, people tend to make decisions about the
likelihood of an,event based upon the ease with which instances of that
event.can be constructed or called to mind. y"--q

The present program was based on the assumption that a small-group,
activity-based, model-building approach to elementary probability a d
statistics can help undergraduates to overcome some of their miscon ep-
tions about probability, and can reduce reliance upon heuristics su h
as availability and representativeness.
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3. Research Design and Procedure

In the Spring Term of 1976, students at* Michigan StateiUniversity
registered iu seven sections of a finite mathematics'coura% Four sec-
tions were randomly assigned to either the experimental activity- based
course (two groups of 20) or to the lecture-based course (26 and 14) in
finite mathematics. The subjects consisted of 80 college'undergraduate
students, 48 men and 32 women. The subjects were primarily freshman
business or accounting majors. Exposure teTrobability prior to the
-course was minimal within the groups; only seven students in the sample
reported that they had had any previous work in probability.

The experimental activity-based course, developed by the inyesti-
gator, consisted of nine activities in probability, combinatorics, game
theory, expected value and elementary statistics. Students in the
experimental course worked together in class on the activities in small,

- groups oi four or five members. Each activity required the groups to
perform experiments, gather data, organize and analyze the data, and
reach some conclusions. The 'students were strongly encouraged to coop-
erate with one another and to solve problems as a group. The role of
the instructor was that of organizer, diagnostician, deyil's advocate
and critic. Duringeach activity the instructor circulated among the
groups and assisted:them

i

,when needed. Several texts were used to supple-
ient and reinforce the in- crass activities.

The ldcture-based course was a traditional course in finite mathe-
Matica. Ole mathematical content 'of each course was quite similqr,'
although the order of the topics wassdifferet.

he 80 subjects were pre-tested aiid Rost7tested on instruments
de ed by the author. The instr*nts. tested for,knowledge'Of some
pro ility concepts and for reliance.upOn fepresentativeness and avail-
ability heuristics in estimating thej,ikelihood of an event. ,Many items
were similar to or the same as items'use& by Kahneman and Tversky. The
results on these items provided some measure of the subjects' use of
heuristics versus. their use of probability theory to estimate probabil-
ity, Moth before'and -after exposure to probability via one of the two
courses.

4. Findings,

(a) The experiMental activity-based.Classes were more successful,
at overcoming reliance upon representativeness (p <0.05)

(b) The experimental activity -b classes tended to be more
successful at overcoming re ante upon. availability (t) <0.19).
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5. Interpretations

The investigator concluded from his results that:

(a) College students can'learn td discover some elementary proba-
bility models and formulas for themselyes while'working on
Probability experimentain-small group's.

(b)

(c)

Making guesSes for, the probability of eventsancchecking
`guesses with a hand-htld calculator seems to help, college
students'tobe more cautious about probability estimates,. and
helps to make 'them aware of some Of thet own misconceptions
about probabi4tp i00

Small-group prooled solving, keeping a log of all class work,
and investigating the misuses of statistics. all appeared to
have apositive effect upon college students' attitudes
toward mathematics.

.

, .,,

(d) The:results of this study support the hyp6theses of"Kahneman
and Tversky which claimed that Combinatorially-naivecolIege
students rely upon availability and representativeness heur-
istics to"estimate the likelihood ofev

(e) The results of this study suggett that t e course methodology
and the teaching model' used in an,.elementary probability
course can help develop intuition for probabilistic thinking.

(f) A course in which students carry'out experiments, work through
activities to build their own probability models, and discover
counting principles for themselves can help studeptsto.over-
come their misconceptions about ptObability and-can redime
xeliance upon heuristics such as availability and'iepresenta-
tivenegs. Mere exposure t6 probability concepts,is;not
sufficient to overcome certain misconceptions .of probability.

A conventional lecture approach to the teaching of elementary
probability.and statistics may not be the best way tO over...ve

,students' miecehCeptions about probability.

(g)

Critical:Commentary

This is a journal article based upon adlOctoral dissertation, and,
therefore, some inforimation was not included in the article which would
have helped to clarify some issueS. 4,11.

Among the questions which arise in connection with the reporting
of this study are:

(a) Eighty subjects were pre-tested and post - tested, on instru-
ments developed by the investigator but information such as
reliability and validity measures was, not giVen.
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(b). The investigator stated his findings, but did not report -the .

statistical tests used; However, the investigator did state
that a thorough analysis of the experiment could'be found in
his dissertation arid, thus,'one can only assume that alr.Of
the information and analysis would be satisfactory."

,

(c), The investigator reported. that the students in the experimen-
tal coUrse,Were given questionnaires to-fill out and that the
experimental course had a positive effect on iheit attitudes

: towards mathematics. He-did not report if.the same question-,
:aires were Oven to the .,lecture- based classes or whether
their attittidAs towards mathematics had Changed.

(d) Was not the i struction by the investigator of the experi-
mental cours a confounding-factor?

(e) It was not clear'who taught the lecture-based class/ If the
investigator did the teachinewas this also a confounding
factorlf another instructOr.:taught the class!, were

''..c` if 'or to the methodological,.

differences?
1

, .

(f) Should noi:.timehayeeen controlled fox ,both piograMs-di-.
tional timpHapenttit(a topic has a tendency to result iri
increasecEaChieveMent. -

-(g) Was theHaT0hotne effect a confounding-factor for'the experi,
' menial #0407:

In spite'of thesediiticisms, this is an interesting, clearly
written studyywhich attacks an,imporiant problei injteathing probabilr:

:,ity. It ;44.4d:be:instructive to replicate, this study with different
levels 'Of'ettaents to see if the resUlts ate generalizable and if the
differenced:Can be truly attributable to the different methods-used.



MODERN, MATH PLUS COMPUTATIONAL DRILLS: AFFECTIV5AND COGNITIVE RESULTS.
Starr,*Robert..T. School Science and Mathematics; v7/ n7, pp601-604,
November 1977.

.

Expanded.AUStract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. b William
H. Nibbelink, Th University of Iowa. N

1. Purpose

M ... to measure affective and cognitive growth of students in 'mod -
ern' mathematics as compared with that in the tore traditional teadhing-
learning situation."

2. Rationale
-

The."modernOthematictprograMS,:.areOn trial for fat4ng to: teach
computational $10;14.andlor problem;,SO4neandfor giving children an
impressive y9c.04140ith no domain'fOr pplicetfo TheYC'Piicern over
these allege0iPiq*ies warrants cotliariSont .of the effects of differ-
ent programSpittitude and athieNiement.

3. Research Design and Procedure

'Two "treatments" forilow-achieving eighth graders were;defined:
(1) modern mathematics-, and (2) modorn'matbematics with additional woAt

'sheets offering drill and with teaCher, leCtitte.' Fifty-foUr students ,

were r ndomly divided:into two sections, both taught by the same instrUC-'
t.

tor.' After a, treatment pericid of one:month; the following hypotheses.
were tested:

.

Ho
1

"There is no significant difference between the attitudes
toward mathematiCs of eighth -grade students taught modern
Mathematics and thote.of stmaents receiving similar in7
struction with the addition Prtraditional.drills. via
worksheets as measured by Remder's (3), A !Scale to Measure
Attitude' .Toward Any School Subject; while statistically
controlling for (a) prestudY attitude and (b) IQ."

"There is no significant difference between the achievement.
of eighth-grade students taughtir.modern mathematics andthat
of students receiving similarAnstruction but with the ad-
dition of traditional drills via worksheets,' as measured by
a teacher constructed achievement examination, while statis7
tiCally controlling for (a),prestudy achievement,. (b) IQ,
and "(c) prestuay attitude."

2
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Findings

None of the null- hypotheses was. re etted.

"There We*.404 ence'that the uses-of (supplementary) traditidnal
Computationaidt14 P4nd lecture increased Studenta-C.*eveMent," nor was`'
there A0'-'"'hi,PatePti*Iationship between drills and S't, entatiitude Co '''.
;'ward matheMitiAPIA ,

.
. '. '

'
.i

CritIcal-coritmekary

As the terms "tradition Ote-Sputilikrand "modern" (post-Sputnik)
are used relatiye.to`mathemcs curricula, the differencee between the
two are not4simply in emphases on lecture and drill. The differences are
in language, emphasis op prbblem Solving, Perceptual.demands placed on
students, types ofteasoning asked of cbildr n, function of drill, func4ts,
tion of problem solving, 'et cetera. Furthers re; these differences would
have a far greater impact on the learning of ounger children, assuming .
the existence of developmental stages, than on junior high children.
Thus, even if one of the'null hypotheses had been rejected; little would
have been said'relative to the stated puiPose and rationale.

The use of the student.asth'unit pf samplinris questionable. .

where Lecture is involved, but'it certainly appeat4 to be typical of
resrarch in education..

The Use of drill'shegts for ldw-achieving. eighth graders is probably
not an effective teaching device becauSe of the lack .of imiediatejeed-
back. Many such students'will have solidly established SYstematic errors,
which arg not easily changed by drill which lacks immediate feedback
And finally, a monthAs probably a bit short .for a treatment period tel-

... ,
ative to the concerns stated by the author.:
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IIINDIVIDUAL:DIFFEWCES IN COGNITTVESIILESAND.THE:GITIDANCE'VARIABLE
IN. INSTRUCTION. Thorneilt, John 0:'..Tournal of Experimental 'Education,
v45:, ,p09,42, Stimilier1977

V.

Expanded. Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I,M.E, by Merlyn
:,7;,-Behti.Nottilern Illinois University.

,

1. Purpose

The purposes of the study were:
.

(a).' To investigate . the reiatiire efficiency of two instructional
strategies--intermediate guidance and maximal-guidance--
with two sets,of subjects, analytic and global.

(b) To investigate the comparative performance of subjects with
dissimilar cognitive styles, analytic and global, on Bich
of two instructional strategies. That is, to investigate
whether or not an attitude-treatment-interaction moUld'.be
.obtained between the cognitive style of analytic/global:and'
the instructional variable, of levels of guidance..

,

2. Rationale

The rationale for this study rests on the theoretical work on cog-
. nitive style and on empirical studies which have'demonstrated a reia

tionship betWeen cognitive style and success in certain testing
situations. Of particular interest to this study is the theoretical
construct of the cognitive style referred to as analytic /global or
field dependent/independent. The two extremes of this cognitive style
are characterized by'subjects who analyze and differentiate.the Com-
ponents of a complex stimulus as'compared to subjects who respond to
the stimulus as a whole. The author cites research which suggests that
more analytic subjects are better'able to structure ambiguous stimulus:
material on tests and are less dependent-on external guidance-from the
examiner. The authbr also indicates that evidence exists to suggest
that an analytic cognitive Style is preferable in terms of performance'
on a variety of learning. tasks.

The conceptual framework of the study thus draws upon these two
areas of research. The first' suggests, according to the author, that
additional structure in a learning task may facilitate concept.attain-
ment for the less analytic learner. The second suggests that a global
learner exposed to an instructional, task Which provides little guid-
ance may result in the learner failing to extract necessary .component
parts of the instruction. The combination of these two interpretations
leads the author to conjecture that instructional Materials character-
ized,by additions], structure and guidance may result in instructional
material highly effective in academic learning.
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Research Design and Procedure

- Subjects forthe studYvere.60 Anglo fOurth,-grade students. Each
Subject was rand6mly ap4gped-to One, of two -treatment groups. All
subjects were given the Children's Embedded.'Figures. Test. '.Usisg the

median split.within each gr6up, subjects were designated as analytk or
global,. This resulted in four groups of 15 subjects.

There.were two.leVela of instrUctional treatment, intermediate and.
Maximal guidance. :Both of the treatments are given Operational defini-
etion in the report. The instructional treatments were administered to
.the subjects through non-progripmed,aelf-instructiOnal booklq0. The
Content-:of theanstructional treatments consisted of geometric concepts
related to bilateral,.tranalational.and rotational symmetry.

Xpost,test designed to eyaluate attainment of tftese'conCepta was
judged by a panel of prdfessionals-to have'content validity and a.satis
factory level otest reliabilitywas reported. This Post=test served
as a measure'of learning and of. retention.

The instructional treatment booklets were randomly.distrIbuted
within each of the two treatmenOroups: Thikinatruetionaf treatment
was carried out over three consecutive days., Ohthe'fourth day the
posttest was administered, as a measure 6f learning and approximately',
-six Weekalater:the same post -test was administered as.a measure-of
retention.

4. Findinss-

. ,-

The learning and retention data wereabalyzed by,2-way analyses of
variance. These analyses revealed non - significant F- ratios for the
mai, effect of instructional treatmengand for the treatment by .c.cigni
tiVe style interaction for both the learning and retention data., A.*
significant 7-:ratio was obtained for the effect of cognitive style on
both :learning and:reention-data. Analytic subjects. performed
19 bOth'instructionattreattents than the global subjects On both

. .

_

;;leariiing ancrreEehtlqd.

.,,

a

5. Iidpirettiong
.

<,7.. ' : ''!: :., 4;-

F.

: ,

The author indicateOhat the findings suggest 60apTerfrns the,
.

'degree of. structure or gUidanee.ia,not as iSiortan't,%Ah:re4Pect:to
..4dividual differences .in cognitivecatyle as,origiMUy-suPpOeed.
j464 is made of the fact,ihatitheificant4f.f0t440,..0'Cognitili,e:
86,.'.1"cOrroborates earlierreaultsiNO!ick Ogg p, ,.4TkdriaIytic'.

tcognitive style is prefeWiiiiile:pty. ',.0iia.of thiii.

Obser*eii.on, sugges4Onate inade'kifile,a4gg 1. ..
.. ,i. '4,1A- ' : .. :( t'',1;

ili(a): TeaclersateeC to prit: rtti.inovirifortVittv.01e .global



(h) arions. means, should be developed , to provide compensatory
forms of eduCation for global students.

Teacher training' institutions should
reepotisibility to sensitize temehers
ences in children'S cognitive Myles
accommodatihg them. 4

a

be .charged

to differi;
and to their, role in

:
. (d) :111NKarch be undertaken ,in the directian of 'developtent of

ltWining , procedures which effect. a modificatioqi in the,- cogr
nitive style of learners.

.1 .

Critical Commenfary

, 1,4

,

TheOtUdY: deals .. yith an important question:: CanAnstructional 7
'materials be' individuallied to match 'identifiable oliaractet)tspica of
:learners? The poreptial for cognitive style. variables to serve 'as :..

a base for the'ilidOidualizatiqn of school' Instrudtion is worthy, of
investigation. ' This is true in spite of the fact: that thetheoretiC4

-soundnesa of cognitiVe, style variables is currently:being' debated.: It
will be results of empiridel studies such as this that deterMine in' :
the. final analysis 7 whether or, not the' COnstruct. Of cognitive style has
pra'cticai value, far 'education, . / : .,.' 7 ' . ',p.

One is 'inclined to think- that the investigator's suggestion con -"
cerning teactiet- awarboesi aboilt differences in learning d9e
tO cognitive style maybe .pteMature. This seems' especiallSr ttue7iri&
:3.Piew of the fact that the recojimiendations made are couched lit the
results of this one piece of researcit,'. rather than a large abary Of:
.accumulated ..ulated research. The ipvestigatoris recominendat;on that research
be directed to develbp training procedures for changing 'cognitive
style of students -is .a provocative It rkses .

questions about the-objectives of education; :Do..T..Ye agree that an .

objective of .educat'ion is.P-to make. learners 1nreaStrigl? alike? While
there does, seem to .be evidence that analytic learners perform better
on certain academic. _teaks than global learnerS, this alqne does not ;
suggest the desirability to change the cognitive style of lobal
atudehie to :analytic

-
:

The investiga tor's procedure of. forming two treatment groups. and
then doing a .MediatLsplit based on scores of the Children's Embedded
Figutes Test within each group is'questionable.. :Th!is*ethod coulor,
effectively)., ellaw for some subjects to be clasSified aa=apalytic or
global accordi#g to. which group, they:belong.

.
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ED 142 867 Fox, Lynn H. The Effects of'Sex Role Socialization on
Mathematics Participation anthAchievement. 119p. MF and
HC available from EDRS.

ED 142 906 Fennema, Elizabeth. Influences of Selected Cognitive,
Affective and Educational Variables on Sex-related Differ-
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HC available from EDRS.
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69p. MF and HC available from EDRS.
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ED
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802 Behr, Merlyn; And Others. How Children
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803v Clarke, Cynthia A. Description, and Statistical
Results of the 1975 Fall Testing Program. PMDC Technical
Report' No. 4. 71p: MF and HC available from EDRS.

Research On804 Campbell, Patricia F. Literature Review:
Children's Comprehension of Pictures. PMDC Technical Report
No. 5. ,64p. MF and HC vailable from EDRS.

A Teaching805 Denmark, Tom; And Others. Final Report:
ExperiAnt on Equality. PMDC Technical Report No. 6.

MF and HC available from EDRS.
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ED 144 807' Cambell, Patricia F. The Role of Pictures in First
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PMDC Technical Report No. 8. 186p. MF and HC available
from EDRS.

ED 144 808 Steffe;. Leslie P. Quantitative Comparisons and Class -

Inclusionas Readiness. Variables for Learning First Grade

ArithmeticalyContent. PMDC Technical Report. No.419. 289p.

MF and HCaVailable from EDRS.

ED 144 809 Behr, Merlyn J.. Teaching Experiment: The Effect of
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Volume I. PMDCTechnical Report No. 11. 450p. MF ,and

HC availablelrom
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Volume II, Case Studies. PMDC Technical Report No. 12.
146p. MF and HC available from EDRS.
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PMDC Technical Report ,No. 13. 58p. MF and HC available-
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